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Too much happened this week!  Enjoy...

The cartoons come from: 
www.townhall.com/funnies. 

If you receive this and you hate it and you don’t
want to ever read it no matter what...that is fine;
email me back and you will be deleted from my
list (which is almost at the maximum anyway). 

Previous issues are listed and can be accessed
here: 

http://kukis.org/page20.html  (their contents are
described and each issue is linked to) or here: 
http://kukis.org/blog/ (this is the online directory
they are in) 

I attempt to post a new issue each Sunday by 5 or
6 pm central standard time (I sometimes fail at
this attempt). 

I try to include factual material only, along with
my opinions (it should be clear which is which). 
I make an attempt to include as much of this
week’s news as I possibly can.   The first set of
columns are intentionally designed for a quick
read. 

http://www.townhall.com/funnies.
http://kukis.org/page20.html
http://kukis.org/blog/


I do not accept any advertising nor do I charge for
this publication.  I write this principally to blow
off steam in a nation where its people seemed
have collectively lost their minds. 

And if you are a believer in Jesus Christ, always
remember: We do not struggle against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the cosmic powers over this
present darkness, against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly places (Eph. 6:12). 

This Week’s Events

According to CNS news (and I don’t know if this is
true or not): China has dropped 97% of its
holdings in U.S. Treasury bills, decreasing its
ownership of the short-term U.S. government
securities from a peak of $210.4 billion in May
2009 to $5.69 billion in March 2011, the most
recent month reported by the U.S. Treasury.

Speaker of the House John Boehner has
demanded that President Obama abide by the
war powers act.  They will also play golf together
in the near future. 

Former presidential candidate John Edwards is
indicted by a federal grand jury, allegedly for
spending nearly a million dollars in campaign funs
to hide his mistress during the presidential
campaign. 

A federal appeals court has lifted a ban on public
prayer at a Texas high school graduation.  This
ruling on Friday reverses the decision of a lower
court that sided with an agnostic family who sued
the school district.  The new ruling allows
students at the high school to say the words
"amen" and to invite the audience to pray during
Saturday's graduation ceremony.

British intelligence agency, M16, has hacked into
an al-Qaeda online magazine and replaced

bomb-making instructions with a recipe for
cupcakes.

Iran President Ahmanutjob meets with leaders of
Egypt's Muslim brotherhood in Tehran.  In a
related story, Muslim extremists in Egypt are
forming a new Nazi party.  Maybe Glenn Beck
isn’t so nutty? 

Al Qaeda’s military brain Illyas Kashmiri appears
to have been killed by a drone attack in Pakistan.

35-year-old Samira Abdalla Salim was arrested,
accused of stabbing two people at the Oxboro
Library in Bloomington, MN.  This is where Salim
handed out Korans previously and spoke to
passers-by about religion.  CBS video called this a
random attack, and her religion and handing out
korans was not mentioned.   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=play
er_embedded&v=Lb7Uw9hnMik 

“Jesus: Prophet of Islam” ads are showing up on
buses in Australia now. 

Did you know that there is actually a story out
there about Sarah Palin using Obama’s preferred
font on her website? 

Research from North Carolina State University
shows that so-called biodegradable products are
likely doing more harm than good in landfills,
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because they are releasing methane, a
greenhouse gas, as they break down. 

Representative Anthony Weiner claims that he
did not tweet a picture of his personal package to
a Seattle College coed named Gennette.  He will
not say whether or not the photograph is of him. 

Russellville Middle School yearbook lists as the 5
worst people in the world (in order): Adolph
Hitler, Osama Bin Laden, and Charles Manson,
George W. Bush and Dick Cheney. 
Superintendent Randall Williams calls the list "an
oversight."  An attempt was made to put black
tape over it. 

President Obama wolfs down two chili dogs and
fries... the day after his wife unveils new dietary
guide

10-year-old boy gets ticket for not wearing seat
belt properly

Say What?
Liberals: 

AP Fact Check: “Obama has not apologized for
America. What he has done, in travels early in his
presidency and since, is to make clear his belief

that the U.S. is not beyond reproach.” 

President Barack Obama: "Chrysler has
repaid every dime and more of what it
owes the American taxpayer from the
investment we made during my watch."

Vice President Joe Biden: “All in all we're
going to be creating somewhere between
100[,000] and 200,000 jobs next month, I
predict.” 

Senate Majority leader Harry Reid: “I am
encouraged that the private sector is
continuing to grow and add jobs.” 

Jemu Greene: “Slow growth is still growth
overall.” 

Thomas Friedman: "Netanyahu, look, he
can get a standing ovation in the U.S.
Congress if he reads the D.C. phone book

just like the Palestinians can get a standing
ovation at the UN if they read the New York
phone book. What kind of ovation do you think
he'd get at the University of California, University
of Minnesota? That's what matters to me."

Bill Maher: "I think anybody could be president in
this dumb f**king country" 

Barney Frank (and you will think that I made this
up): “I don't care for Seinfeld. I'm bothered by the
character of Kramer. I find it hard to watch shows
where there is one character that is so obnoxious
that no one would hang out with him. That's also
my problem with Will & Grace. I don't understand
why Jack was his best friend. He's unpleasant and
dishonest. Why would anyone want to put up
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with a Jack or a Kramer? It's discordant for me to
think about.” 

Bill Maher: “I think, first of all that, he [Anthony
Weiner] wants ot be mayor of New York; I think
he’d be a great mayor of New York.  I happen to
be a big fan of Anthony Weiner.” 

Father Clete Kiley: “The sky is falling on poor
people in this country. The sky is falling. This time
it really is. In the past, when we've done deficit
reduction - and we've done it before - we've done
poverty reduction at the same time. You can do
both together. And every previous attempt there
has been a bipartisan agreement to a given, a
principle, that poor and low income people are
not the ones to make hurt more when you're
making tough decisions. . They don't bear the
brunt of our fiscal irresponsibility because they
didn't cause it. We did not get into fiscal trouble
because of poor people. . The poor didn't cause
this. Let's not make them pay for it.” 

Afeel Kahn on Ayatollah Khomeini: "Khomeini
was a breath of fresh air." 

Adam Gadahn, a highly influential al Qaeda figure
born in America, has issued a call to arms for U.S.
Muslims: "Do not rely on others, take the task
upon yourself.  What are you waiting for?
America is absolutely awash with easily
obtainable firearms."  He calls for Muslims in the
West to stockpile assault rifles and "target major
institutions and public figures." 

In case you wonder, why do I list Muslims in with
liberals—Muslim Americans vote about 90% or
more with Democrats. 

Fareed Zakaria: “Whenever we have a problem,
we tend to think that our constitution is the best
in the world. The people who wrote the
Constitution were demi-gods, it never needs to
be changed. Our political system is the best in the
world. The truth is we have a pretty complicated,
antiquated system that's grown pretty
dysfunctional.” 

Newswoman Katie Couric tweeted: "I'm curious
if anybody thinks this Anthony Weiner Twitter
scandal is a legit news story or just fodder for
late-night comedians...thoughts?"

Randi Rhodes: “Then she goes to New York City—
suddenly, she’s a Jew.  Did you see she was
wearing a giant, diamond star of David around
her neck?” 

Richard Gere on Barack Obama: "Overall, I think
he's done an extraordinary job.  I think he's going
to go down probably as one of our great
presidents."

Sigourney Weaver: “You might think that a force
as sweeping as global warming would be an equal
opportunity threat: that it would endanger men
and women alike. But the fact is climate change
exacts a heavier toll on women...Studies have
found that women are 14 times more likely to die
as a result of storms and other extreme weather
than men.” 
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Joy Behar: “Well, somebody is out to get him
[Anthony Weiner], apparently, 'cause they don't
like his politics.” 

Bill Maher: “Between the Bush tax cuts when he
was in office and now the extension it's
something like $2.8 trillion to the richest one
percent who don't feel that at all.”   It is
estimated that Maher is off by about $2 trillion. 
However, even if we accepted his figure, that
would almost cover 2 years of Obama deficits. 

Liberals being civil: 

Randi Rhodes: ”Sarah Palin is one of those people
that does not want to talk to the media...because
she can’t answer a question about anything that
people need to hear a solution for—she has no
solutions for anything.” 

Liberals making sense: 

Howard Dean on Sarah Palin: "I think she could
win.  She wouldn't be my first choice if I were a
Republican but I think she could win."

PBS's Mark Shields: "What the hell is a member of
Congress, who wants to be mayor of New York,
having portrait galleries of his crotch available for
distribution?" 

Barack Obama: “Adam Smith’s central insight
remains true today: there is no greater generator
of  wealth and innovation than a system of free
enterprise that unleashes the full potential of
individuals—men and women.” 

Crosstalk: 

Thomas Friedman: "The worst thing in the world
would be if Israel permanently controls the West
Bank and basically because of demographics in a
very short time, you'll have a Jewish minority
ruling over an Arab majority.” 

CNBC: “It's apartheid.”’

Friedman: “That's what it will be called in the
world. And that would be what we call on college
campuses and all over the world. That is a
fundamental threat to the Israel. I didn't fall off a
turnip truck last night. I get the region. Okay?” 

Former Congressman Rick Lazio: Mitt Romney
unlike Barack Obama has 25 years of private
sector experience. I think when you're looking at
an economy.

Melissa Harris Perry, MSNBC contributor: And
that worked out, Wall Street's doing great.

Lazio: ...that just created 15,000 jobs. If you
compare this, this, this recovery compared to the
last ten recoveries, we would have created, if we
went to the same average, we would have
created about 14 or 15 million more jobs. If we
went back to '82, in 1982 Reagan inherited a ten
or eleven percent unemployment rate. Coming
out of that recession, they ended up creating
about 14 million jobs.
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Melissa Harris Perry: I'll put my Obama deficit
next to your Reagan deficit any day of the week.
Right, so.

Lazio: I will too, because it's about a trillion and a
half dollars this year alone for Obama.

Brett Baird, playing a tape of what Barney Frank
said a year ago: “Fannie and Freddy are not in
danger of going under?” 

Barney Frank: “Yeah, that was a mistake.” 

Conservatives: 

Donald Trump: “...if they (the GOP) "put up a
stiff, if they do I would certainly consider running
in a three person race where I would probably do
better than in a two person race."  I am pretty
sure Trump is referring to Romney. 

Sarah Palin: "The truth is that President Obama is
lying. He's not just misstating. He's not just
misconstruing some facts or some data. No, he's
lying when he says that those with Down
Syndrome, that those with autism, those that
need that safety net will be left on their own if
the Republicans have their way. That is not true."

Masha Blackburn: "I am deeply disturbed by the
revelations of collusion between the FCC and
Free Press on the net-neutrality issue. The FCC
has moved against the will of the people, the
wisdom of Congress and the order of the courts,
to nationalize our most productive marketplace." 

Geert Wilders: “...the Netherlands is under threat
of Islam. As I have argued many times, Islam is
chiefly an ideology. An ideology of hatred, of
destruction, of conquest. It is my strong
conviction that Islam is a threat to Western
values, to freedom of speech, to the equality of
men and women, of heterosexuals and
homosexuals, of believers and unbelievers.” 

Sarah Palin on Romney’s burden of Romneycare:
"I think that he'll have maybe a bit more
challenges with independents who make up the
tea party movement, wanting to make sure we
are not going to -- we won't have any excuses or
perceived political reasons to grow government. 
In my opinion, any mandate coming from
government is not a good thing, obviously, and I
am not the only one to say so. But obviously
there will be more explanation coming from
Governor Romney for his support of government
mandates."

Rush Limbaugh: "Okay, the Memorial Day
weekend is over, ladies and gentlemen, which
means that we are now officially in our third
Summer of Recovery, and the question is: How
many more Recovery Summers can our economy
stand before it all goes kaput?"

Rush Limbaugh: "The status of the US economy,
to me, is proof positive that we can't afford not
to change horses in midstream. The status of the
US economy means that we must change horses
in the middle of the stream. Whatever Obama is
doing, that horse ain't working." 
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Rush: "If Keynesian economics worked, if
pumping government money into a faltering
economy worked, there would never be a
faltering economy."

Rush: "We were told during the campaign that
Obama would fundamentally change the way the
US economy works -- and he has. We are getting
to see exactly what he meant."

Rush: "There's not a single person living in the
real world who believes we have been in a
recovery.” 

Rush: "Even knowing the biases and knowing
what State-Controlled Media is, I am still
surprised they are so willing to make fools of
themselves by trying to act and speak as though
there has been an economic recovery in the last
two and a half years."

Conservatives from the Past: 

Frank Borman: “Capitalism without bankruptcy is
like Christianity without hell.” 

Conservatives not making any sense: 

Mitt Romney at a town hall in New Hampshire:
"The world is getting warmer, and I believe that
humans have contributed to that...It's important
for us to reduce our emissions of pollutants and
greenhouse gases that may be significant
contributors." 

Must-Watch Media

Some of Glenn Beck’s greatest shows are on the
history of this or that.  This is all about the
Muslim Brotherhood.  If you are a liberal, and
have been convinced that Beck is just some idiot,
don’t bother to watch this—continue to believe
what you have been taught to believe. 
http://thedailybeck.com/2011/06/01/glenn-be
ck-tv-show-june-1-2011/ 

Beck's explosive video vindication: socialists
explain how they worked with Muslim
brotherhood & Islamic extremists in the Mid-east
revolutions to unite arab world against USA,
Britain & Israel
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/becks-explos
ive-video-vindication-socialist-explain-how-they
-worked-with-muslim-brotherhood-islamic-extr
emists-in-the-mid-east-revolutions-to-unite-ara
b-world-against-usa-britain-israel/ 

Chris Matthews thinks that calling Obama a
European style socialist is just another racial slur. 
Michael Steele tries to disabuse him of this
notion. 
http://weaselzippers.us/2011/06/03/tingles-cal
ling-obamas-economic-polices-european-is-som
e-kind-of-a-racial-slur/ 

Obama advisor seems to think that we put too
much emphasis upon the constitution (includes a
rebut of the things he says): 
http://bigjournalism.com/ckalin/2011/06/03/fa
reed-zakaria-to-america-youre-not-so-great/ 
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Are you worried that changing out your light
bulbs may not be enough to solve global
warming?  So is a U.K. psychologist, who has
designed the perfect eco-living quarters for one
person.  This is not a joke; it is a CBS report. 
http://weaselzippers.us/2011/06/02/u-k-profes
sor-wants-you-to-live-in-his-eco-house-measuri
ng-3-cubed-meters-to-save-the-planet/ 

A little music: the Maccabeats: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSJCSR4M
uhU 

Various Muslim speaking about the Ayatollah
Khomeini on the anniversary of his death: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=play
er_embedded&v=MjQ1Rz3gyLs 

The Onion: National Dating standard have finally
been lowered (see the video): 
http://www.theonion.com/ 

Former Congressman Cynthia McKinney wants a
stronger government to make the correct
changes that she believes that we need: 
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/green-book-s
ocialism-former-congresswoman-cynthia-mckin
ney-in-libya-admits-she-wants-gaddafi-style-gov
ernment-in-usa-to-solve-all-the-problems-of-a
merica/ 

A Little Comedy Relief

Jodi Miller: “Europe is still dealing with all of the
ash pollutant from the Icelandic volcano.  In fact,
the Icelandic volcano’s carbon footprint was so
large that experts mistook it for one of Al Gore’s
houses.” 

Jodi Miller: “Chris Matthews asked if Paul’s
Ryan’s Medicare plan is a death certificate for the
GOP.  Hey, Chris, Medicare is a death certificate
for Medicare.” 

Short Takes

1) Government wanted to give poorer people a
more fair shot at the American dream of owning
a home.  The result has been a housing bubble,
an economic collapse, and a reduced rate of
home ownership in America.  Do we want to
apply this same expertise to our medical care? 

2( My opinion: Palin is angling for energy
secretary. 

3) I am not 100% anti-government nor am I
against some limited government involvement in
the market.  I would have no problem for FHA to
continue as a government program, with a very
targeted audience (like first-time home buyers) as
long as they (1) were limited in scope (no more
than 5% of the market) and (2) had to turn a
profit.  Any FHA director who could not turn a
profit would be given the lowest federal salary
out there.  An FHA director who turns a profit
would be given a percentage of that profit. 

4) Anthony Weiner is not responding like
someone who has been hacked and his
reputation besmirched.  I can think of three
reasonable explanations for him acting the way
he is acting: (1) the picture is his, he was hacked,
and he has no idea how this happened; (2) he
accidentally sent this photo to the wrong person,
and the first thing he claimed was, “I was hacked”
and he has to stick by that story.  (3) He thinks
that a friend of his may have done the hacking,
and he does not want to get this friend in trouble. 

5) So far, what I do not see in a presidential
candidate is someone who is clearly and
unequivocally calling for a smaller federal
government footprint (apart from maybe Herman
Cain).  I don’t see anyone promising to limit
federal power in any way.  If you are a liberal, you 
may love the idea that Obama has done so much
with his power, but always remember, whatever
he can do with his power, someone you hate can
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get elected and do the same sort of things that
you hate (like the Supreme Court calling for
California to fix its prison system of let go of
45,000 prisoners). 

6) You can say what you want about FDR—and he
was certainly a controversial historical figure,
despite the sugar coating that he gets in the
history books—yet, he left a real legacy behind
when it came to actual government projects:
there were many dams that were built, and
power became a reality for almost all Americans
because of him.  What can we look back in
Obama’s 4 years and say, “Well, I am not so sure
if I like him, but these things are a lasting legacy
to him.”  What will he leave behind?  Hyper-
regulatory boards?  Will that be his legacy? 

By the Numbers

Unemployment up to 9.1% including a 3,400 job
drop in the auto sector.

US has to create 250k jobs a month for 66
months to return to December 2007
unemployment by end of Obama's second term

Foreclosures now account for 30% of the real
estate transactions. 

26 is the number of questions Jay Carney was
unable to answer in one press conference: 
http://weaselzippers.us/2011/06/03/propagan
da-minister-jay-carney-refuses-to-answer-26-dif
ferent-questions-during-one-press-conference/ 

54,000 jobs were added last month; half of which
were at MacDonald’s. 

The Environmental Protection Agency has given
at least $1,285,535 in grants to China to promote
environmental research in the country.

A person puts in about $55,000 into Medicare
and takes out about $161,000.  Simply a
governmental accounting error, time 350 million. 

Chrysler received the following loans from the
federal government:

January 2009: Chrysler receives $4 billion loan
from TARP

January 2009: Chrysler financial receives $1.5
billion from the Treasury Department

May 2009: Chrysler receives a $1.9 billion debtor
in possession loan from the Treasury Department

June 2009: Chrysler receives a $6.6 billion loan
from the Treasury Department

Total loaned to Chrysler: $14 billion

Chrysler made the following payments to the
federal government:

May 2010: Chrysler pays the Treasury
Department $1.9 billion to settle their January
2009 loan.

May 2011: Chrysler pays the Treasury
Department $5.1 billion as partial settlement for
June 2009 loan.

June 2011: Chrysler pays the Treasury
Department $560 million to settle the rest of the
June 2009 loan.

Total paid back by Chrysler: $7.56 billion

Documented: 

http://washingtonexaminer.com/blogs/beltway
-confidential/2011/06/taxpayers-lost-644-billio
n-chrysler-bailout?utm_source=feedburner+Bel
twayConfidential&utm_medium=feed+Beltway
+Confidential&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Beltw
ayConfidential+%28Beltway+Confidential%29 
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Polling by the Numbers

Gallup: 

U.S. adults, on average, estimate that 25% of
Americans are gay or lesbian. More specifically,
over half of Americans (52%) estimate that at
least one in five Americans are gay or lesbian,
including 35% who estimate that more than one
in four are. Thirty percent put the figure at less
than 15%.  There is actually a 1.4% population
which see themselves as gay and a 1.8% who
classify themselves as bisexual.  About 4% of
Americans are even close to being able to guess
the percentage of gays in America. 

According to Gallup, 80% of Americans plan to
continue to work past their retirement age. 

Rasmussen: 

53% of Americans now believe the federal
government is more of a threat to individual
rights than a protector.

33% of Adults believe the government is more of
a protector of those rights. 
14% are not sure. 

Weasel Zipper poll has, in the top 3 places for
Republican candidates, 2 African-Americans and
1 woman.   Are conservatives supposed to be
racist and misogynistic? 

A Little Bias

Remember under the Bush economy, the stories
about how, many of the jobs available were just
hamburger flipping jobs.  This month,
MacDonald’s provided half of the 54,000 new
jobs in the private sector...which newspaper or
news station will emphasize or even report this? 
________________________________________

AP’s supposed fact check on Romney’s speech: 
http://weaselzippers.us/2011/06/03/ap-fact-ch
ecks-romneys-announcement-speech-obama-h
asnt-apologize-for-america/ 
________________________________________

Twice in the last two weeks has Time magazine
devoted a page to Mark Halperin's oddsmaking
on who will be the Republican nominee, and each
time has left out candidate Herman Cain.  Cain
participated in the first presidential debate on
May and was thought by many to be the star of
that debate.   
________________________________________

The media advances Obama’s talking points on
the economy: 
http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb-staff/2011/06
/04/bozell-fox-friends-media-promoting-obama
-talking-points-economy 
________________________________________

In their initial news coverage, neither ABC nor
NBC reported that John Edwards was a Democrat,
simply calling him a "former presidential
candidate." 
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________________________________________

Headline on Politco.com: 
Sarah Palin's tour a rolling menace
Critic of the driving of the Palin bus.  By the way,
many of this information comes from angry
journalists who do not like Palin and do not like
that she has not given them a time schedule and
a list of destinations. 
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0611/5
6186.html 
________________________________________

Front cover of Newsweek: The Mormon Moment 
Can you think of any magazine cover of Obama
where he looked goofy or his head was
superimposed on a goofy body?  I can think of
one (out of about 500 covers). 

Saturday Night Live Misses

The other day, when driving back home from
work, Mark Levin played sound byte after sound
byte of stupid thing Obama has said.  This was
about a 45 minute segment of his program.  It
would be so easy for SNL, for instance, to portray
Obama as a very stupid man, lost without his
teleprompter; but, of course, that is never the
approach that they take.  He has to be presented
as brilliant, and Republican figures and candidates
are portrayed as complete dunces.  The news
hides many Obamaisms, but they are out there,
and every one of them can be found on YouTube.
See Obamaisms below. 

Obama-Speak

Shared sacrifice = not taxing the 47% who do not
pay federal income tax and taxing small business
and those who are rich. 

Targeted investments = more government
spending on pet projects and to reward the loyal
base. 

Direct democracy = socialism 

Questions for Obama

Is there any point in time that you foresee
recognizing that your economic policies are not
working? 

Political Chess

The Democrats have done a good job (aided by
their right arm, the press) to move much of the
political discussion to medicare (about 50% of
Americans are concerned about the economy;
about 8% are worked up about healthcare and
medicare).   Notice that there are few stories
about the economic problems as related to
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Obama and the Democratic party, but a lot of
stories all about the Paul Ryan medicare plan. 

My hope is, conservatives will let this be milked
as far as it can be milked, and then hit the
economy hard the last month prior to the
election. 

News Before it Happens

Given Adam Gadahn’s call to arms for U.S.
Muslims, I would reasonably expect there to be a
flurry of random attacks by Muslims with assault
rifles in the United States.  I would think these
would begin in early September. 

I think/hope Republican strategy is to let the
Medicare issue play out in the media, and then
pivot to jobs and the economy about a month or
two before the next election. 

As more and more people begin to pay attention,
watch for Mitt Romney’s support to stall or erode
and for Herman Cain’s to advance. 

This is obviously not a done deal, but I think that
Sarah Palin is more interested in becoming
energy secretary than President of the United
States. 

Again, Romney is NOT going to be the Republican
nominee. 

Missing Headlines

China Has Huge Sell-off of U.S. Bonds

DEMOCRAT John Edwards Indicted

Gays and Bisexuals 3% of Population

Glenn Beck Was Right about Egypt

Biodegradable Products Increase Global
Warming

Come, let us reason together.... 

I Like That Dark Horse
By: Skookum

This is the story of a bona fide American, an
American who lived the American dream; the son
of a chauffeur and a domestic worker, Herman
Cain is running for the office of the presidency.
He calls himself the dark horse:

    One who achieves unexpected support and
success as a political candidate, typically during a
party's convention. (Free Online Dictionary)

and yes, he is coming out of nowhere, at least in
terms of public awareness, and is now near the
top of the list of Republican contenders. On the
race track, he would be considered a long shot
that is gaining on the leader on the backside with
momentum, class, and stamina on his side. He is
in an excellent position at this stage of the race.
He knows by experience, that those who dash to
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the lead early in the race can rarely maintain the
pace in a long race, they often spit the bit and
stick their toes in the ground at the head of the
stretch; those with conditioning and stamina will
fight for position coming into the stretch and the
horse with class and heart will hold the lead in
that stretch run to the wire, that is what makes a
winner.

Herman Cain is a proven winner with heart and
class. He has been a top executive of Pillsbury,
Burger King, Coca Cola, and Godfather's Pizza. He
brought Godfather's back from the precipice of
bankruptcy. His first nine months at Burger King
were spent flipping burgers, so that he could
learn the fast food business from the bottom up
and he managed to turn his regional district he
was working in, from the worst performing to the
highest performing in the country.

The man knows business and he knows what it
takes to meet a payroll and turn a profit. He has
a love of country, ability, humility, and
experience: the main personality components
that Obama is missing.

Have I mentioned that he is a Black Man: a Black
Man that is comfortable and secure in his own
identity as a Black Man. A man that can handle
criticism without pouting about racism. Cain is
not an ideologue with Marxist roots who views
America as just another country with multiple
faults that he needs to apologize for: no, not at
all, he is a proud American, who believes in
American exceptionalism. He is diametrically
different from the adolescent narcissist currently
occupying the White House; could you imagine
Obama flipping burgers or turning a major
corporation back from bankruptcy. Unlike
Obama, Herman Cain is a man of the people, the
American people, not some quasi-Socialist leader
of the people of the world. Americans want a
leader that can rebuild America, who has the
actual tools and ability instead of running on
empty with nothing but a Marxist philosophy. He
is a man who knows the importance of calling on

men of substance and accomplishment for an
administration, instead of Marxist radicals who
have accomplished nothing and seem more
interested in destroying America instead of
building a vibrant America.

Cain is the one Republican candidate that can
speak with authority and explain to American
Blacks and describe how Democrats have kept
them on the virtual plantation since the days of
LBJ with entitlement programs and how they
need to recognize and believe in their own
individual abilities instead of the notion of a
collective entitlement philosophy. Cain said, "We
can take this from an entitlement society to an
empowerment society." He has also maintained,
"Hope and Change is not a job", a realization that
is settling in on Obama voters facing the
economic realities of four more years of poverty
and despair.

Herman Cain is willing to reassure Americans, "I
am not going to allow America to become
number 2 economically or militarily". Americans
are anxious to feel the greatness of the past
rather than sacrificing in order for other countries
to share in America's wealth. We are not
responsible for the corruption and ineptness of
every failed Socialist government in the world.

Believing in America does not mean penalizing a
state for trying to remain solvent to avoid being
over run by illegal aliens: Cain said, "The last thing
I will do is sue a state," he suggested instead, we
send Arizona "a peace prize."

To a business man, loaning Brazil $2 billion dollars
and pleading that we hope to be your best
customer, while preventing American oil
companies from drilling off shore is ludicrous. He
has promised that he would never loan a foreign
country money while promising to be their best
customer.

In support of Israel, he criticized Obama's punch
below the belt of calling for Israel to accept the 
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pre-'67 borders, a suicidal move for Israel, as a
condition for getting the terrorists to the
negotiating table; a move that is in effect
capitulating to the Muslim Terrorists, a group
that doesn't exist in Obama World. He professed,
"I know you don't throw your friends under the
bus, You don't need years in the statehouse to
know that." He stated the "Cain Doctrine": "If you
mess with Israel, you're messing with the United
States."

Cain has the ability to fire up a crowd without the
women fainting on camera cue and he does it
without a teleprompter. His speeches are flawless
and flowing in context and emotion; instead of
the disjointed, wandering, and meaningless
babble of Obama when he is caught without his
teleprompter.

Yes, Herman Cain is a Dark Horse or a long shot,
but he is a winner who believes in America
instead of Marxist philosophy. Obama came into
the White house with no experience other than
being a Community Agitator and he continued on
with the same job skills and Marxist philosophy
that he has studied his whole life and the country
is showing the effects of this failed philosophy.

America may not be able to withstand four more
years of a clueless ideologue; it is time for a man
with faith in America and its Constitution, who
has the skills to move America forward. It is time
for a man like Herman Cain.

From: 
http://floppingaces.net/2011/06/03/i-like-that-
dark-horse/ 

Does it matter if only
1.4% of people are gay?

By Michael Medved

The nation's increasingly visible and influential
gay community embraces the notion of sexual
orientation as an innate, immutable
characteristic, like left-handedness or eye color.
But a major federal sex survey suggests a far
more fluid, varied life experience for those who
acknowledge same-sex attraction.

The results of this scientific research shouldn't
undermine the hard-won respect recently
achieved by gay Americans, but they do suggest
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that choice and change play larger roles in sexual
identity than commonly assumed. The prestigious
study in question (released in March by the
National Center for Health Statistics and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)
discovered a much smaller number of "gays,
lesbians and homosexuals" than generally
reported by the news media. While pop-culture
frequently cites the figure of one in 10 (based on
60-year-old, widely discredited conclusions from
pioneering sex researcher Alfred Kinsey) the new
study finds only 1.4% of the population
identifying with same-sex orientation.

In addition to its own editorials, USA TODAY
publishes a variety of opinions from outside
writers. On political and policy matters, we
publish opinions from across the political
spectrum.

Moreover, even among those who describe
themselves as homosexual or bisexual (a grand
total of 3.7% of the 18-44 age group),
overwhelming majorities (81%) say they've
experienced sex with partners of the opposite
gender. Among those who call themselves
heterosexual, on the other hand, only a tiny
minority (6%) ever engaged in physical intimacy
of any kind with a member of the same sex These
figure indicate that 94% of those living
heterosexual lives felt no physical attraction to
members of the same sex, but the great bulk of
self-identified homosexuals and bisexuals feel
enough intimate interest in the opposite gender
to engage in erotic contact at some stage in their
development.

A one-way street

Gay pride advocates applaud the courage of
those who "come out," discovering their true
nature as homosexual after many years of
heterosexual experience. But enlightened opinion
denies a similar possibility of change in the other
direction, deriding anyone who claims straight
orientation after even the briefest interlude of

homosexual behavior and insisting they are
phony and self-deluding. By this logic,
heterosexual orientation among those with past
gay relationships is always the product of
repression and denial, but homosexual
commitment after a straight background is
invariably natural and healthy. In fact, numbers
show huge majorities of those who "ever had
same sex sexual contact" do not identify
long-term as gay. Among women 18-44, for
instance, 12.5% report some form of same sex
contact at some point in their lives, but among
the older segment of that group (35-44), only
0.7% identify as homosexual and 1.1% as
bisexual.

In other words, for the minority who may have
experimented with gay relationships at some
juncture in their lives, well over 80% explicitly
renounced homosexual (or even bisexual)
self-identification by age of 35. For the clear
majority of males (as well as women) who report
gay encounters, homosexual activity appears to
represent a passing phase, or even a fleeting
episode, rather than an unshakable, genetically
pre-determined orientation.

The once popular phrase "sexual preference" has
been indignantly replaced with the term "sexual
orientation" because political correctness now
insists there is no factor of willfulness or volition
in the development of erotic identity. This may
well be the case for the 94% of males and 87% of
females (ages 18-44) who have never
experienced same-sex contact of any kind and
may never have questioned their unwavering
straight outlook - an outlook deemed "normal" in
an earlier age.

`Let go' of one in 10

For the less than 2% of men and women who see
themselves as gay, however, the issue of sexual
orientation remains vastly more complicated.
Within a month of the release of the CDC/NCHS
report, one of the world's most respected think
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tanks on gay life confirmed some of its most
surprising findings, without specifically
referencing the recent government study. UCLA's
Williams Institute on Sexual Orientation Law and
Public Policy offered a new estimate of
homosexual identification: concluding that 1.7%
of Americans say they're gay, and a slightly larger
group (1.8%) identified as bisexual - by definition
attracted to both genders and shaping their
sexual behavior through some mixture of
inclination and preference.

Brad Sears of the Williams Institute defended the
accuracy of these numbers, suggesting gay
leaders "let go" of previous, unrealistic estimates
of homosexual orientation. He told the
Associated Press that "with other populations of
a similar size of 2% to 4%, we don't question
whether there are too many or too few." For
instance, no one suggests Jewish Americans
should be treated with contempt or dismissed as
irrelevant to the Christian majority because they
number below 2% of the U.S. population. Nor
would the news media shy away from reporting
that in an age of religious conversion, choice
plays a role in adding to and subtracting from the
Jewish community.

Religious identity arises from birth, upbringing,
instinct, even destiny, but the fact that it almost
always includes some element of choice doesn't
entitle the believer to less respect. By the same
token, it's no sign of hostility or homophobia to
point to recent data suggesting that life
experience and personal decisions play roles
alongside inborn inclination in the complex,
sometimes inconclusive, emergence of the gay
and lesbian identity.

From: 
http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/foru
m/2011-05-23-Sex-survey-revelations-on-gay-id
entity_n.htm 

Paul Ryan shares with the
Founding Fathers the badge of

honor called liberal disdain
By Vince

It's not uncommon to hear liberals ridicule
conservatives for wanting a Constitutional
government by suggesting that they are seeking
to return to a time when blacks were considered
3/5 of a person and that the Constitution is
somehow permanently damaged because it did
not outlaw slavery. (At the time of the
Constitution's ratification in 1789 slavery was still
legal in the British and French Empires - although
not in England and France themselves - Spain,
Denmark & Norway as well as most of the Middle
East, Africa and Asia.)

This liberal narrative suggests that the Founding
Fathers had the opportunity to outlaw slavery
and simply chose not to do so because they didn't
see blacks as fully human. Nothing could have
been farther from the truth. While a majority
may have been skeptical of suggestions of
equality between races, there were a number of
eloquent anti-slavery members of the
Constitutional Convention, including one of the
most influential, Gouverneur Morris of
Pennsylvania who called slavery: A "nefarious
institution, the curse of heaven on the states
where it prevailed" as well as Virginian George
Mason who said: "Every master of slaves is born
a petty tyrant.. I hold it essential . that the
general government should have the power to
prevent the increase of slavery."

At the end of the day, the liberal notion that the
3/5 Compromise was a mistake is simply wrong.
Outlawing slavery or counting slaves as whole
persons was never an option.

The 3/5 Compromise was itself the result of
another compromise, the Connecticut
Compromise, which gave us a Senate with equal
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representation and a House with proportionate
representation. This arrangement provided
smaller states like Rhode Island and Delaware
with the confidence that they were not going to
be steamrolled by the bigger and more populous
states like Virginia and Pennsylvania.

It is that proportional representation that begat
the 3/5 Compromise. The Constitution apportions
taxes and representation by population. As such,
there was a dichotomy of opinion on slaves.
Northerners wanted slaves counted whole for
taxes and not at all for representation.
Southerners wanted slaves counted whole for
representation purposes, but not for taxes.
(Note: Race was not the issue: Free blacks were
counted as whole persons.)

The result was the 3/5 Compromise:
Representatives and direct Taxes shall be
apportioned among the several States which may
be included within this Union, according to their
respective Numbers, which shall be determined
by adding to the whole Number of free Persons,
including those bound to Service for a Term of
Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three
fifths of all other Persons.

The 3/5 Compromise resulted in southern states
having a disproportionate representation in the
House for the next 70 years. Had slaves been
counted as whole persons that imbalance and the
Southern power would have been even greater
than it was, a situation the North would never
have accepted. As difficult as it might be for 21st
century liberals to understand, the choice was
never between a Constitution that outlawed
slavery and one that counted slaves as 3/5 of a
free man for representation and taxation
purposes, but rather the choice was between a
Constitution with a 3/5 Compromise and one that
could not gain ratification.

The demonstration of this comes from the words
of none other than Gouverneur Morris himself. In
noting that the Constitution was to be willingly

entered into he said: "But as the Compact was to
be voluntary, it is in vain for the Eastern States to
insist on what the Southern States will never
agree to." And to see exactly where the Southern
states stood on the issue there is North Carolina's
William Davie who said of the representation of
slaves: "(He) Was sure North Carolina would
never confederate on any terms that did not rate
them at least as 3/5. If the Eastern States meant
therefore to exclude them altogether the
business (Writing of the Constitution) was at an
end.

Therefore the question today might be, were
slaves and their progeny better off as part of a
union that included abolitionists as part of the
government and polity who were actively seeking
to abolish the practice or would they have been
better off as part of a country or countries where
slavery was an accepted basic element of the
culture and where there was no significant
dissent? In addition one might ask the question of
whether anyone on the continent would have
been better off had the 13 colonies not ratified
the Constitution and the continent split into a
mosaic of nations resembling Europe and it's
perpetual wars?

To bring this full circle, whether looking back at
history or ahead into the future, liberals rarely let
the reality of life get in the way of their theories
on how the world works. Once again they are
proffering a false narrative, only this time they
are discussing the future of the country. Paul
Ryan has taken the first step in recognizing the
unsustainability of America's entitlement
programs as they are currently configured and
has laid out a viable solution for addressing the
problem. Democrats on the other hand believe
that the programs are just fine and the problem
is simply that the rich are not paying their fair
share in taxes.

Like their take on the 3/5 Compromise, liberals
once again have the wrong narrative. The choice
facing America's mushrooming entitlement costs
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is not between increasing taxes on the rich and
throwing grandma off a cliff, but rather it's
between fixing the programs and not fixing them,
in which case the federal government would
finally implode under the weight of its
unsustainable promises.

The difference of course is that while we can't
impact history, the actions taken today can
impact what happens tomorrow. Liberals could
learn much from the Founding Fathers in terms of
examining the real choices at hand when it comes
to choosing which path to follow. It may not be as
much fun as peddling simple minded populist
solutions, but it sets a foundation for real
progress.

From: 
http://floppingaces.net/2011/05/31/paul-ryan-
shares-with-the-founding-fathers-the-badge-of-
honor-called-liberal-disdain-reader-post/ 

What “Arab Spring”?
By Cal Thomas

The upheaval in Yemen and the possibility that
al-Qaida might take over, turning that country
into a stronger terrorist base than it already is,
should give pause to American and European
policy in the Arab world.

At its recently concluded G-8 meeting of
industrial economies in Deauville, France,
Western governments pledged $40 billion to
"newly democratic" nations in North Africa and
the Middle East. One might as well throw money
at Chicago and hope for electoral reform so the
dead are no longer allowed to vote on Election
Day.

In spring, one usually cultivates a lawn so that
new vegetation can take root and grow. In the
Arab world where this money is targeted the only
roots you'll find are the roots of oppression and
terrorism. If Western nations think what is

happening in Tunisia and Egypt will lead to real
democracy where competing political parties,
ideologies and faiths have a fair and equal
opportunity of being debated they are seriously
deluded. The money would have a better chance
of financing a winning streak in a Las Vegas
casino.

If these countries were seriously pursuing
democracy and needed only money to complete
their transformation, there is plenty of money in
the region that could be used to help them.
According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
OPEC income is expected to rise this year above
the $200 billion increase of 2010. That would be
around $833 billion, the Energy Information
Administration forecasts. That's money the
United States and the rest of the G-8 have paid
oil-producing nations at prices ranging from $4 to
$7 a gallon, depending on the country.

If money alone could foster democracy in North
Africa and the Middle East, there are plenty of
Arab countries with loads of it -- chiefly Saudi
Arabia. Yet the Saudis have shown very little
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interest in an "Arab spring," preferring to remain
instead in the doldrums of an Arab winter.

Democracy doesn't spring up of its own accord. It
must have a base from which it can blossom. That
was a point made by Timur Kuran, a professor of
economics and political science at Duke
University, in a recent op-ed column for The New
York Times entitled "The Weak Foundations of
Arab Democracy." Kuran wrote, "Democracy
requires checks and balances, and it is largely
through civil society that citizens protect their
rights as individuals, force policymakers to
accommodate their interests, and limit abuses of
state authority. Civil society also promotes a
culture of bargaining and gives future leaders the
skills to articulate ideas, form coalitions and
govern."

None of this exists in any of the nations to which
the G-8 has pledged its support. In Egypt,
supposedly the most progressive of the Arab
states, fundamentalist Muslims still persecute
Coptic Christians. The radical Muslim
Brotherhood, which at the start of the revolution
claimed no interest in political power, is now
active in its pursuit of victory in the upcoming
election and hints that it might revoke Egypt's
peace treaty with Israel.

The problems in North Africa and the Middle East
can't be solved by money. What's needed is a
change in outlook. Radical Islam forces women
into second-class status; it is rooted, not in
optimism, but in pessimism. Radical Islamists
appear to serve an angry God who commands
them to kill those who do not believe as they do,
but this belief will do little to lift the Arab world
out of the religious and political deep freeze that
holds it back from true progress.

In C.S. Lewis' "The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe," Narnia has been transformed by a
white witch into a land where it is "always winter,
but never Christmas." That pretty much describes
the lands of North Africa and the Middle East

where the "white witch" is radical Islam and
spring will never arrive as long as it holds sway
over the minds and hearts of the people.

From:
http://newsbusters.org/blogs/cal-thomas/2011
/06/02/what-arab-spring#ixzz1OMyeTOGV  

Obamaisms
Dumb Quotes and Gaffes by Barack Obama
By Daniel Kurtzman 

"We're not trying to push financial reform
because we begrudge success that's fairly earned.
I mean, I do think at a certain point you've made
enough money. But, you know, part of the
American way is, you know, you can just keep on
making it if you're providing a good product or
providing good service. We don't want people to
stop, ah, fulfilling the core responsibilities of the
financial system to help grow our economy." -on
Wall Street reform, Quincy, Ill., April 29, 2010

"One such translator was an American of Haitian
descent, representative of the extraordinary
work that our men and women in uniform do all
around the world -- Navy Corpse-Man Christian
Brossard." -mispronouncing "Corpsman" (the "ps"
is silent) during a speech at the National Prayer
Breakfast, Washington, D.C., Feb. 5, 2010 (The
Corpsman's name is also Christopher, not
Christian)

"The Middle East is obviously an issue that has
plagued the region for centuries." --Tampa, Fla.,
Jan. 28, 2010

"UPS and FedEx are doing just fine, right? It's the
Post Office that's always having problems."
-attempting to make the case for
government-run healthcare, while simultaneously
undercutting his own argument, Portsmouth,
N.H., Aug. 11, 2009
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"The Cambridge police acted stupidly."
-commenting on a white police officer's arrest of
black scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr. at his home in
Cambridge, Mass., at a news conference, July 22,
2009

"The reforms we seek would bring greater
competition, choice, savings and inefficiencies to
our health care system." --in remarks after a
health care roundtable with physicians, nurses
and health care providers, Washington, D.C., July
20, 2009

"It was also interesting to see that political
interaction in Europe is not that different from
the United States Senate. There's a lot of -- I don't
know what the term is in Austrian, wheeling and
dealing." --confusing German for "Austrian," a
language which does not exist, Strasbourg,
France, April 6, 2009

"No, no. I have been practicing...I bowled a 129.
It's like -- it was like Special Olympics, or
something." --making an off-hand joke during an
appearance on "The Tonight Show", March 19,
2009 (Obama later called the head of the Special
Olympics to apologize)

"I didn't want to get into a Nancy Reagan thing
about doing any seances." --after saying he had
spoken with all the living presidents as he
prepared to take office, Washington, D.C., Nov. 7,
2008 (Obama later called Nancy Reagan to
apologize)

"I think when you spread the wealth around, it's
good for everybody." -- defending his tax plan to
Joe the Plumber, who argued that Obama's policy
hurts small-business owners like himself, Toledo,
Ohio, Oct. 12, 2008

"What I was suggesting -- you're absolutely right
that John McCain has not talked about my
Muslim faith..." --in an interview with ABC's
George Stephanopoulos, who jumped in to

correct Obama by saying "your Christian faith,"
which Obama quickly clarified (Watch video clip)

"I'm here with the Girardo family here in St.
Louis." --speaking via satellite to the Democratic
National Convention, while in Kansas City,
Missouri, Aug. 25, 2008

"Let me introduce to you the next President -- the
next Vice President of the United States of
America, Joe Biden." --slipping up while
introducing Joe Biden at their first joint campaign
rally, Springfield, Illinois, Aug. 23, 2008

"Just this past week, we passed out of the U.S.
Senate Banking Committee -- which is my
committee -- a bill to call for divestment from
Iran as way of ratcheting up the pressure to
ensure that they don't obtain a nuclear weapon."
--referring to a committee he is not on, Sderot,
Israel, July 23, 2008

"Let me be absolutely clear. Israel is a strong
friend of Israel's. It will be a strong friend of
Israel's under a McCain...administration. It will be
a strong friend of Israel's under an Obama
administration. So that policy is not going to
change." --Amman, Jordan, July 22, 2008

"How's it going, Sunshine?" --campaigning in
Sunrise, Florida

"On this Memorial Day, as our nation honors its
unbroken line of fallen heroes -- and I see many
of them in the audience here today -- our sense
of patriotism is particularly strong."

"Hold on one second, sweetie, we're going to do
-- we'll do a press avail." --to a female reporter
for ABC's Detroit affiliate who asked about his
plan to help American autoworkers (Watch video
clip)

"I've now been in 57 states -- I think one left to
go." --at a campaign event in Beaverton, Oregon
(Watch video clip)
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"Why can't I just eat my waffle?" --after being
asked a foreign policy question by a reporter
while visiting a diner in Pennsylvania

"It's not surprising, then, they get bitter, they
cling to guns or religion or antipathy to people
who aren't like them or anti-immigrant sentiment
or anti-trade sentiment as a way to explain their
frustrations." --explaining his troubles winning
over some working-class voters

"The point I was making was not that
Grandmother harbors any racial animosity. She
doesn't. But she is a typical white person, who, if
she sees somebody on the street that she doesn't
know, you know, there's a reaction that's been
bred in our experiences that don't go away and
that sometimes come out in the wrong way, and
that's just the nature of race in our society."

"Come on! I just answered, like, eight questions."
--exasperated by reporters after a news
conference

"You're likeable enough, Hillary." --during a
Democratic debate

"In case you missed it, this week, there was a
tragedy in Kansas. Ten thousand people died -- an
entire town destroyed." --on a Kansas tornado
that killed 12 people 

Obama Owns the Economy
and Average Voters Know It

by Larry Kudlow

Political advantage can be fleeting. A couple of
months ago, during the winter quarter, job gains
looked to be picking up, unemployment was
easing lower, and President Obama's reelection
hopes looked more secure. But things sure have
changed.

In recent weeks, a whole bunch of new economic
stats have been pointing to a sputtering economy
-  m a y b e  e v e n  an  in f la t io n-pro ne ,
less-than-2-percent-growth recession. Stocks
have dropped five straight weeks, as they look
toward slower growth, jobs, and profits out to
year end. And Friday's jobs report didn't buck
these trends.

"Anemic" is the adjective being tossed around the
media. According to the Labor Department,
nonfarm payrolls increased a meager 54,000 in
May, while private payrolls gained only 83,000. A
week or two ago, Wall Street expected
200,000-plus new jobs. Didn't happen.

Perhaps the most telling weakness in the jobs
report comes from the household survey, which
is made up of self-employed workers. Think of
mom-and-pop owned stores and small
businesses. Think of the Main Street
entrepreneurial families who make up the
backbone of the economy, and for the matter the
country. And they vote, too.
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Well, household jobs increased a paltry 105,000
in May, after falling 190,000 in April. The jobless
rate is determined by the household survey, and
you really need a couple hundred thousand new
household jobs a month - at least - to lower
unemployment. And you really need about
300,000 household jobs a month to put a little
torque behind the Main Street economy. But with
the lackluster May report, the unemployment
rate edged up to 9.1 percent from last month's 9
percent and March's 8.8 percent.

Suddenly President Obama has gone from reelect
to big trouble. The economic rug has been pulled
out from underneath him.

So what changed in the last couple of months or
so? Answer: A nasty oil-, gasoline-, and
commodity-price shock. It's eating away at
economic growth and jobs. It's stalling the
economy. And it has cut into consumer real
incomes and business profits.

Much of this problem can be traced to the failure
of the Federal Reserve's QE2 pump-priming
campaign. QE2 has not produced growth, but it
has produced inflation. In fact, the consumer
price index over the past four or five months has
been running close to 6 percent annually.

And most of that new Fed money has served
merely to depreciate the dollar. And most of
those cheaper dollars are on deposit at the
Federal Reserve, where banks are earning 25
basis points for safety and risk aversion. In other
words, the majority of that new money is not
circulating throughout the economy. It's a
boneheaded Fed stimulus, and it has done more
harm than good.

That said, in a larger sense, the failure to ignite
small-business job creation has to be laid at the
doorstep of the Obama administration, and the
economic policies that threaten higher taxes and
regulations virtually across the board. On
Thursday this week, the president again promised

House Democrats to raise taxes on successful top
small-business owners. What a great new idea.

So mom and pop don't feel like taking a risk in
this environment. Higher tax-and-regulatory costs
have put these entrepreneurs in survival mode.
They're playing their economic cards so close to
the vest, business activity has buttoned up tight.

What you want is for people to take their suit
jackets off, roll up their shirt sleeves, and go out
there and build. But people are hunkering down,
not building.

Bear with me for few more jobs stats.

Since the household-survey employment peak
back in November 2007, 6.8 million jobs have
been lost. Since the so-called end of the recession
in June 2009, 199,000 jobs, on balance, have
disappeared. And so far this year, household
employment has increased by a total of 573,000,
which is about 115,000 a month. That's only
one-third of what's needed to bring down
unemployment significantly.

The bottom line is that there hasn't really been a
jobs recovery. President Obama is going to have
to own that. But the question is, both in Congress
and on the campaign trail, does the GOP have a
pro-growth jobs program that will get Main
Street mom and pops to roll up their sleeves once
again?

From: 
http://biggovernment.com/lkudlow/2011/06/0
5/obama-owns-the-economy-and-average-vote
rs-know-it/ 

The Unstimulated Obama Economy
by Mike Brownfield

Newsflash from The New York Times: President
Barack Obama's stimulus did not work. No, the
Times doesn't say that in so many words, but in
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an op-ed this morning, the paper laments the
sputtering economy and the fact that Washington
just isn't doing enough to help the economy
grow. The problem, of course, is that Washington
has done too much of the wrong things to get the
economy moving again.

The economic news that's really sticking in the
Old Gray Lady's craw is revised data released last
week that shows the economy's growth stuck at
1.8 percent, slow consumer spending, stagnant
wages, higher prices for gas and food, the poor
housing market, flagging consumer confidence
and a recent Labor Department report showing a
higher-than-expected rise in claims for jobless
benefits. The Times complains:

    The grim numbers tell an unavoidable truth:
The economy is not growing nearly fast enough

to dent unemployment. Unfortunately, no one in
Washington is pushing policies to promote
stronger growth now.

What the Times forgot to mention, though, is
that Washington over the past two years has
done a lot-a whole lot-with the biggest ticket
item being the Obama-Reid-Pelosi $787 billion
stimulus that was designed to "create or save"
3.5 million new jobs by 2011. Despite the
extraordinarily high cost, that didn't happen, and
unemployment has increased to 9 percent.

But don't tell that to the Obama stimulus
apologists, though. In an interview on Fox News
Sunday, host Chris Wallace remarked that in light
of the dismal economic numbers, the Obama
Administration's policies and near $1 trillion
stimulus "isn't working" and asked Rep. Donna
Edwards (D-MD), a member of the Congressional
Progressive Caucus to respond. For her, those
dots just don't connect:

    Well, I mean - I don't know that I agree with
that, because, you know, first of all - let me finish
here. I mean, first of all, the trillion dollars for
stimulus package - actually $786 billion - was
absolutely necessary to make sure that this
economy didn't go into a freefall. We also know
that we had to make sure that we began to
stimulate the kind of growth that we need in this
country to invest in the future.

For the American people, though, that reality is
hitting home. Joseph Lupton, an economist at JP
Morgan Chase and Company, says, "There are
pretty big costs to not really generating a sizeable
recovery." And as The Wall Street Journal reports,
those costs are high unemployment, with 5.8
million people out of work for more than six
months.

The House GOP last week issued a proposal to
spur job growth, including reducing regulation
and taxes and promoting free trade - essentially
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aimed at making it easier for businesses to grow,
thereby growing the economy and reducing
unemployment. And, like clockwork, the left went
on the attack claiming that it's nothing more than
"old ideas, fancy new clip art," while the Times
described it as "more of the same `fixes' that
Republicans always recommend no matter the
problem." Ironically, though, the left is calling for
more of their same ideas - "government help"
must come to the rescue, the Times says.

And how do they plan to pay for it? Higher taxes
to finance more spending, with "a combined
federal and state top tax rate on earnings of
62%." The government needs to stay home. Brian
Riedl explained why government intervention to
boost the economy doesn't work:

    Removing water from one end of a swimming
pool and pouring it in the other end will not raise
the overall water level. Similarly, taking dollars
from one part of the economy and distributing it
to another part of the economy will not expand
the economy.

There are no-cost ways to get the economy
moving again, such as reforming regulations to
reduce unnecessary business costs, reforming the
tort system, removing barriers to energy
production, reducing taxes on companies' foreign
earnings if they bring their earnings home, and
passing pending free trade agreements. And with
Congress confronting spiraling debt, they need to
get their economic house in order.

Despite all the "help" President Obama delivered
in the first two years of his presidency, the
economy is stuck in the mud and can't get out. It
is overburdened by taxes and regulations, and
businesses don't want to move forward into the
dark abyss absent some certainty that the
government won't shackle them with more taxes
and regulations down the road. America has had
enough of that brand of "help." It's time for
something different.

From: 
http://blog.heritage.org/2011/05/31/morning-
bell-the-unstimulated-obama-economy/ 

Links
Palin did not mess up the history of Paul Revere: 
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/palin-i-didnt-
mess-up-paul-revere-history/ 

The White House asks Jewish group to remove
White House Chorus video: 
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/white-house-
to-jewish-chorus-take-down-pro-obama-video/ 

Additional Sources

The jobs which must be created (with a graph): 
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/us-has-crea
te-250k-jobs-month-66-months-return-decemb
er-2007-unemployment-end-obamas-second- 

CNS on divestiture of U.S. bonds by China: 
http://cnsnews.com/news/article/china-has-div
ested-97-percent-its-holdin 

The Rush Section

The Idiocy of Thomas L. Friedman

RUSH: Thomas Friedman, the New York Times,
who travels the world for the New York Times,
writes about foreign policy.  Thomas Friedman
thinks that the country that is the be all, end all
right now is China.  We need to be more like the
ChiComs.  Well, Tom Friedman was on CNBC's
Squawk Box today. They had a discussion about
the unemployment numbers.  The cohost Becky
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Quick said to Thomas Friedman, "Iran's trying to
turn back the clock right now.  They're creating
their own Iran net [Internet] where you can only
see what they want you to see.  Can they do that,
Tom?  Tom, can they do that?"  So Friedman was
being asked by CNBC, can the Iranians do that?  Is
that fair, Tom, can they set up their own
Internet?

FRIEDMAN:  One of the things we've missed and
it relates to the job picture a little bit is that this
great what I call inflection, this technology
diffusion and penetration has gone to a whole
new degree. It's affecting productivity.  We see
that it's driving productivity at higher and higher
levels. Companies able to do more and more
things with fewer and fewer people. And it's
having huge geopolitical consequences. But we've
been so caught up with our recession, that I think
we've missed something pretty big.

RUSH:  Yeah, but I'll be damned if he can tell us

what we've missed because I don't know what
he's talking about.  Did any of that make any
sense to any of you?  Well, it's affecting
productivity.  We see that.  I mean it's driving
productivity higher and higher levels, companies
able to do more and more things with fewer and
fewer people, and it's having a huge geopolitical
consequence out there.  But we've been so
caught up with our recession I think we've missed
something pretty big.  So this is kinda along the
lines of the AP story we had yesterday, stop
whining and realize the world's better off, just
stop whining.  

Oh.  There's a story, I can't wait to get to this one. 
Somebody from the Obama administration,
they're in court answering charges on the
mandate to buy health insurance.  And a guy
from the regime actually says, (paraphrasing)
"Look, if you have a problem with it, just don't
earn a lot of money.  There is a level at which if
you don't exceed that in earnings, then you aren't

affected by it.  So if you
don't like the mandate,
just don't earn a lot of
money."  I'm not kidding. 
That's the regime's
answer to this in court. 
Yeah, there's an easy
w a y  a r o u n d  t h e
mandate, stay poor
'cause at a certain level
of income you don't have
to buy it.  We exempt
you.  

N o w ,  T h o m a s  L .
Friedman lives in a
mult i-mil l ion dollar
mansion in a wealthy
Washington suburb, it's
actually in Maryland,
while he preaches green
socialist policies and
celebrates the tyranny of
the ChiComs and he
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married his wealth, which is fine, I'm just passing
along information to you.  Working at the New
York Times is great, but you don't buy mansions
with what they pay you.  He went the John Kerry
route.  Yeah, except I think Friedman got in on
the first shot, Kerry, you know, took two or three
stabs at it.  And didn't Kerry, I think he did try to
open his own lollipop store or something, or ice
cream store at some point?  Didn't he,
somewhere in Boston?  For some reason lollipops
sticks in my mind.  

So Friedman's got it made, but he still preaches
austerity for everybody else.  And the point is
we're too obsessed with our recession.  We're
just too obsessed with ourselves, we're too
obsessed.  We're spending too much time
whining 'cause there is no recession for Thomas
L. Friedman.  He's not really participating in it. 
But all the rest of you, well, you're wasting too
much time on it, you're obsessed and you're
missing all these important geopolitical shifts
taking place out there.  

So the other cohost on this show, Joe Kernen said
to Thomas L. Friedman, "You saw the media and
political reaction to the President's proposal for
the 1967 border when Netanyahu was here.
Bipartisan supporters of Israel reacted
vehemently to those proposals. I've seen some of
your columns about Mubarak and the similarities
to Netanyahu. Are we wrong if we support Israel
to take Netanyahu's side on this? Make the
President's case for me."

FRIEDMAN:  What is the greatest threat to Israel
today? I believe that it no longer is a Jewish
democracy. There are 300,000 Jewish settlers in
the West Bank, another 200,000 in East
Jerusalem. There are 2.4 million Palestinians. For
me as a Jew, as a supporter of Israel, the worst
thing in the world would be Israel permanently
controls the West Bank and basically because of
demographics in a very short time, you'll have a
Jewish minority ruling over an Arab majority.
Look, Netanyahu can get a standing ovation in

the US Congress if he reads the DC phone book
just like the Palestinians can get a standing
ovation at the UN if they read the New York
phone book. So the question I'd ask Netanyahu is
what kind of ovation do you think you'd get
speaking at the University of Minnesota?
University of California? That's what really
matters to me.

RUSH:  Unbelievable.  Netanyahu, standing O, US
Congress, Thomas L. Friedman not impressed. 
Now, to prove it to Thomas L. Friedman,
Netanyahu should go to University of California,
University of Minnesota, see what he gets there,
that's what really matters to Thomas L. Friedman. 
Here's Friedman, you know, you've heard the
term self loathing.  It just isn't right, this isn't
right, 2.4 million Palestinians, and 300,000 Jewish
settlers, we're the minority, we shouldn't be
running anything. That's not fair. That makes me
very nervous.  No assessment of good guys, bad
guys, or any of that, just utter blather, pure pap.

RUSH: I have a little bit of an analogy for you
based on Thomas L. Friedman and his guilt that is
driving him to say ridiculous things about Israel.
I'm told, folks, that in about 75 years we will have
a Mexican majority in our country. Seventy-five
years. So why don't we just cut a deal right now
with Mexico? I mean, they make claims on Texas,
California, New Mexico, and Arizona, why don't
we just give it to 'em? Because in 75 years they're
gonna be the majority anyway. You see the
stories about demographics in this country,
where we're headed. The replacement birth
levels aren't where they are. Immigration, any
number of things are causing these demographic
changes to take place -- and what can we do?

We can start by, instead of "Arizona," we'll just
call it "Occupied Territory Number One;" Texas,
"Occupied Territory Number Two;" New Mexico,
"Occupied Territory Number Three;" California,
"Occupied Territory Number Four," and so on --
and we can call our citizens in Arizona, California,
New Mexico, and Texas "settlers," and we'll just
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turn these places over to Mexico, because
Mexico is gonna be the majority of our country in
75 years anyway. So why don't we just realize
where we're headed and be done with it? That's
what Thomas L. Friedman is suggesting happens
in Israel.

"The Jews are, eh? Chump change! Just 200,000
or 300,000 settlers on the West Bank. It's not fair,
it's not fair." Thomas Friedman, you see, my
friends, is typical Ruling Class. He does not have
to live the life that he demands others live, like
the Jews on the West Bank of Israel, or like the
people of China who have to live under the
ChiCom dictators. He doesn't have to live like the
way he advocates everybody else live. 'Cause
Thomas Friedman's protected by our
Constitution. His mansion is protected by our
belief in property rights. There aren't any
terrorists or others making claim to Thomas
Friedman's wealth or his property. Nobody's
telling Thomas Friedman how to live. But this is
the arrogance and the conceit and ignorance of
the left epitomized by Friedman because he --
smarter and better than everybody else -- is
telling everybody else how they should leave. He
says, "Look, I'm Jewish. I support Israel. What I
say counts."

RUSH: Robert in Oakland, great to have you on
the program, sir.  Hello.

CALLER:  Thank you very much, Mr. Limbaugh.  A
pleasure to talk to you.  Mega dittos.

RUSH:  Thank you, sir.

CALLER:  My comment is about the global
implications of the Internet that Friedman talked
about.  He said that productivity, of course, was
dramatically increased for business and services
and all that, which I agree.  I think he was
probably also right that we've missed the global
implications of the Internet because the
American exceptionalism that, like, won World
War II or executed the Berlin airlift, the Marshall

Plan and all that has been somewhat blotted out
by Obama's apologetic trips he's taken around
the world, while the North Koreans and the Arabs
and these countries have actually used the
Internet to control the aggression of their people
if nothing else, while we've let (unintelligible)
such things as Radio Free Europe or
(unintelligible) and all this (unintelligible)
American flag, so it seems that the White House
(unintelligible) still bowing to Hugo Chavez or
PLO, and Al Jazeera is getting more global
currency than we are because we don't use the
Internet. We're reluctant to use it for the
propaganda of freedom.  And in that case
Friedman may be correct about some things that
we are missing, that they are not.  Using it against
us.

RUSH:  I'm having a real tough time
understanding you because you're on a cell
phone. It's not your problem.  It's mine.

CALLER:  I'm sorry.

RUSH:  Are you saying that other countries are
creatively properly using the Internet and we
aren't?

CALLER:  Right.  That as a country we're not using
it, but as a country, the North Koreans and the
Middle Easterners are using it, and to great
effect.  Which again --

RUSH:  How so?  North Korea is using the Internet
productively how?

CALLER:  Oh, not productively as far as industry is
concerned, but in controlling their social
environment.

RUSH:  So you want the federal government to
control our social environment with the Internet?

CALLER:  Absolutely not.  But to advertise us, the
beacon of freedom, to the rest of the world as a
country.
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RUSH:  Oh, oh, oh.  I see.

CALLER:  Just as Al-Jazeera and the Middle
Easterners --

RUSH:  We are not using our Internet effectively
as a propaganda tool?

CALLER:  Exactly, for freedom.

RUSH:  Ah.  I got you.

CALLER:  We instead use it, or the White House to
let the PLO and everybody else know that we're
just as bad as they say we are.

RUSH:  Well, does this not sort of make sense,
given who's running our country right now?

CALLER:  Absolutely.

RUSH:  You got a guy, you have a president who's
running around apologizing for the country.  You
have a president with a chip on his shoulder
about this country and its illegitimacy as a
superpower, does it sorta stand to reason,
therefore, that this guy would not want to start
using the Internet to sing your version of the
praises of America, 'cause he doesn't see it that
way.

CALLER:  Absolutely.  I agree 100%, and I think
Friedman almost agreed and just didn't realize it
when he said we were missing something.  I think
that's what we're missing.

RUSH:  Well, except Friedman admires the wrong
people.

CALLER:  Exactly.

RUSH:  Do you want to live like the Chinese live?

CALLER:  Not in a minute.

RUSH:  Of course not.  There's no way.  Friedman
extols the virtues of China, but I don't see him
moving there.  You know, these people are too
smart by half.  Thomas Friedman is never, ever
going to have the kind of control over his life that
he advocates over everybody else's life, because
he's a classic elitist in this sense.  He is above
being controlled.  He doesn't need to be.  He's
smart enough to do the right thing on his own. 
But the rest of you hoi polloi, great unwashed,
you don't know enough.  It's the same arrogant
condescension that the Democrat Party looks at
its very constituents.  They're too stupid, too
uneducated, too unsophisticated to understand
how to get through each and every day making
the right decisions not just for yourselves, but for
the state.  

Now, Friedman talks about missing the global
implications of the Internet, that we miss the
global implications, what does that mean?  Does
"we" mean the government?  The point is that if
you free up people from having to work so hard
to pay their taxes or to make ends meet by
encouraging wealth creation and innovation,
which will result from free enterprise, then this
"we" stuff, which means government managed
and directed objectives is meaningless, and it isn't
necessary.  But you have these guys like Friedman
and Obama, frankly, and others who look over
the great unwashed, and they see total
incompetence.  You can't get across the street
without them setting up a mechanism for you to
do it safely.  Consequentially you're not capable
of entrepreneurism, you're not capable of making
proper decisions.  So they have to manage it for
you.  

You can't manage them.  Oh, no.  They are not
going to be subjugated. They are not going to be
subordinated to your rules.  They're gonna be
way above them.  Friedman talks all the time and
he is illustrative in this, as if we have some kind of
all knowing dictatorship in this country, if we
would have this, if we would only do that, if we
can only incorporate some of the wonderful
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things about the ChiComs, with the right people
making the decisions, why, then we could create
new technologies and great innovations and
products and services, and we could be a great
country again.  If just the right few number cabal
of people were running the show.  That's what
this all means.  You know, to hell with them.  This
country wouldn't last a week with these people in
charge of it.

RUSH:  I don't know, I still can't get past this
Thomas freedom business in telling everybody
else how to live, the ChiComs have all the
answers, and centralized planning with a select
elite few.  Folks, I know who makes this country
work, and you know, if you've listened to me long
enough, you know exactly who I'm talking about. 
I'm talking about people that you've never heard
of.  They labor away in anonymity.  They're not
seeking fame or stardom or anything.  They have
their dreams, their sense of responsibility.  They
have their passions, God bless em, and they go
about doing things. 

Now, I don't know how many of these intellectual
giants, these elite geniuses, I don't know how
many of them, for example, have ever started a
business or run a business or have the slightest
idea what it is to bring a product to market and
what all you have to go through to do that today. 
I know that in the Obama administration there is
nobody among his czars or cabinet people that
have worked in the private sector.  They are
theoreticians from academia.  I don't know how
many of them have invented anything or have
created some innovation, service. I don't know
how many of them have milked a cow or fed a
chicken or driven a truck or how many of them
even clean their own homes, and I don't know
how many of them actually even raise their own
kids.  But if you listen to 'em, they know how to
do everything, and they're the only ones that
know the right way to do everything.  And they,
therefore, know how to tell all the rest of us how
to live. 

Now, the way you create new technologies,
services, innovations, products, or what have
you, is not by some columnist or government czar
or some other bureaucrat telling us how to do it. 
You do it by allowing tens of millions of people to
make hundreds of millions of daily decisions in
freedom.  You allow people to follow their
ambitions and their desires.  And you celebrate
that, for crying out, and you get out of their way. 
And then you don't punish them when they
succeed.  The ruling class people like Friedman
would rather see this country run by communist
Chinese than people like Sarah Palin.  And don't
doubt me on that.  Sarah Palin represents a
greater threat to them than the ChiComs running
this country.  Don't doubt me.  

Liberals Panic Over the Economy

RUSH: The AP: "The economy is tiring again." The
press, they're so depressed because Obama had
a week of "no negatives." There were no
negatives, and then all this rotten economic news
hit. This rotten economic news never went away!
This rotten economic news has been what has
defined this administration since the stimulus bill.
There hasn't been any good economic news since
this bunch assumed power. One of the biggest
lies, one of the biggest myths in the last
two-and-a-half years is that there has ever been
a recovery. There has not been, statistically or
otherwise. In terms of real people and their lives,
there has not been an economic recovery. The AP
says today, "The economy is tiring again.

"Reports Wednesday on manufacturing and
company hiring were so weak that many
economists immediately downgraded their
forecasts for Friday's jobs report for May. Some
analysts also slashed their estimates for growth in
the April-June quarter." Now you got people out
there talking about another recession. You've got
some Democrats talking about perhaps a Great
Depression. So now the doom and gloom is
surfacing -- and believe me, this is not what the
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regime wanted. This is not part and parcel of the
giant plan here. You don't have miracle economic
recoveries from this baseline, but they're trying
to set something like that up.

Here are three examples, for instance, of the bad
economic news over the last few days just from
CNBC. "Horror for US Economy as Data Falls Off
Cliff." "Wall Street Baffled by Slowing Economy,
Low Yields." Trader: Prepare for More Money
Printing: Analysts." This last article reported that
QE3 is about to start. That's Quantitative Easing
3. This is like a heroin addiction to people on Wall
Street. It is the printing of money. Quantitative
Easing 2 that kept stock prices up. You saw what
happened. Stock prices were down demonstrably
lower yesterday; this creating a panic.
They're down again today. And so now the
Wall Street people say, "Hey, give us more
money, Ben! Pump some more money in!
Start printing some more money." All of
these official fixes have done nothing to
revitalize the economy. Let's go to the audio
sound bites and give a listen to this. A panic
is beginning to set in out there and the media
spin is that we're in recovery and they
couldn't sustain it. The numbers don't lie. We
have never been in a recovery. This is CNBC's
Squawk on the Street today.

YASTROW: What we've got right now is
almost near panic going on with money
managers and people who are responsible
for money. Ben Bernanke's not a magician.
We're on the verge of a Great, Great
Depression. The Fed knows it. We have
many, many homeowners who are totally
underwater here and cannot get out from under.
The technology frontier is limited right now. We
definitely have an innovation slowdown, and the
economy's gonna suffer -- and all the Fed
tweaking and all the interest rate tweaking and
all of the tax adjustments are actually not going
to be able to save us if we cannot get a cost of
labor that's in line with the rest of the planet and
we can't get our productivity levels high enough

to justify the wages we're already being paid. It's
not that complicated.

RUSH: That is Peter Yastrow, by the way, Peter
Yastrow, he's a market, DT trading market
strategerist just, you know, one of the analyst
talking heads from the Street. Got a panic out
there, nothing's working, the recovery is gone.
There never was one. Who are these people to
miss real life right in front of them. Here's former
labor secretary Robert B. Reichhhh last night on
MSNBC during a discussion about the debt
ceiling. The host said, "Explain what uncertainty
is over the debt limit deadline and what it could
do ultimately to the economy if we drag this out
until August 2 ?"nd

REICH: This debate is becoming increasingly
disconnected from where most people in this
economy are. I mean, the reason that the stock
market plunged today is because, uh, ADP --
which is a payroll...employee payroll firm, -- uh,
projected that in this month -- that is, last month
of May -- ehhh, there were only 38,000 jobs
created. We're in an economic crisis right now.
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We're heading back toward a double-dip
recession, the whole recovery is stalling, and
Washington is debating budget deficits five or ten
years from now. This is ridiculous!

RUSH: It's not what Washington is debating,
Secretary Reich. We are in this mess precisely
because of economists like you. We're in this
mess precisely because people with your beliefs
have been running the economy and running the
show for two-and-a-half years now -- actually
longer in the House of Representatives starting in
2007. It's an abject mess because your ideas are
flawed and do not work. We can't continue to
raise the debt ceiling, we cannot continue to
spend money we don't have and borrow money
we don't have. We just cannot continue on this
path. We can't kick this can down the road. It's
what everybody seems to want to do.

Debt ceiling? You know, nobody expected the
debt ceiling vote to be the way it was. Everybody
expected the Republicans to cave, and it was the
exact opposite. Here's David "Rodham" Gergen,
last night CNN on In the Arena. (chuckles)
Democrat and a member of their client culture of
erection, Eliot Spitzer asked David "Rodham"
Gergen, "Isn't there a problem now, 'cause the
president's entire political debate relates to the
deficit -- and yet in order to get out of the
economic quagmire that we're in right now he
may need a second stimulus, a second round of
fiscal policies. There's no political argument that
he's making or that will carry Congress toward
those policies right now. Isn't he sort of in a bind
right now?"

GERGEN: It is really this picture darkens, and it is
-- was particularly stark today with
manufacturing, with housing, auto sales, jobs, all
of these issues. We obviously have a -- an
economy that's stalling out, and we're in very
great danger of a double-dip here now which
would be a very big disaster for an awful lot of
Americans. As the news comes in there's gonna
be a jolt out of this. I mean, all of us are looking

at this, "Oh, my goodness, this is terrible. We've
got to get this economy up and running again."
You have to have a good-running economy,
you've got to get some growth in order to deal
with the deficits.

RUSH: Such wizardry! Well, you believe that? You
gotta get some growth in order to deal with it?
What happened to the increased taxes argument,
Mr. Gergen? I guess that's kind of out the window
now? Yeah. Growth is a new idea to you guys. All
of a sudden now we need growth? Where's that
been for the last two-and-a-half years? Oh, we've
had growth? Oh, I'm so sorry! Oh, we have been
in a recovery, right. Let me tell you something:
Obama's stimulus plan has had about as much
effect on this economy as the Weiner photo
would have on a woman: zilch, zero, nada. In fact
it's a turnoff, not a turn-on! What a derelict. So
now there's abject panic setting in. Look at the
lies these people are willing to tell themselves.

You have to be filled with self-loathing to lie to
yourself that these past two-and-a-half years that
we have been in a recovery. You talk about a
major, major disconnect opinion? Folks, it looks
like even Obama's staunchest acolytes in the
media are giving up trying to spin these
unemployment numbers now. The AP has come
out with an article this morning that basically says
the unemployment numbers are only as low as
9% 'cause of all the shirkers who aren't even
bothering to look for work. They actually have a
story about all the people who quit looking. AP
can't carry the water anymore. They have run out
of "unexpectedly," "surprisingly." They've run
their gamut on it. Did you see...? This was funny.
I don't know if you saw this, Snerdley.

But earlier this week Michael Barone had a
column in which he chronicled all of these
instances where the media's experts have
expressed shock and surprise over the
performance of the economy, as though
somebody had just discovered that. We've been
having fun with that for how many years here?
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But they can't even go back to that well. "In
surprisingly unexpected news, job creation was
unexpectedly lower than expected." They've
expired, they have run through every possible
credible explanation. Now AP finally says: You
know, it's really even worse than this because
people have stopped looking for work -- which is
something else we've known for a long time. Yep,
unemployment is only as low as it is because of
all the shirkers who aren't even bothering to look
for work.

AP tells us: If everybody who has given up looking
for work were counted, the real unemployment
number would be 11.5%. This is AP. These are the
shock troops from Obama's Praetorian guard, and
they can't carry the water anymore. Speaking of
unemployment, there were only 422,000 new
unemployment claims last week. By the way,
remember Biden? He said 500,000 new jobs a
months, that's what was gonna happen here? I've
got quotes from Biden here. He can't believe how
great the stimulus was working, never dreamed
it would work this well. I've got it all here, folks.
We're gonna run through it. Obama: "We've
begun remaking America," April 29th, 2009.
"President marks end of a hundred days, says
he's pleased with progress but not satisfied."

Newsweek: "The Macho Democrat -- Obama
looks unbeatable now, but the GOP sees weak
spots." "The Fast Fix: Is Obama Now Unbeatable?
This is CNN: "Cancel the Election! CNN Anchor
Asks, 'Obama Unbeatable in 2012?'" That's one
series of stories. Then we've got Biden and his
promise of 500,000 jobs. The AP headline is:
"More Job Seekers Give Up," finally admitting
what we've been pointing out for a year and a
half. They say that there were "only" 422,000
new unemployment claims last week. That means
that they're down by, what, a whapping 6,000
claims -- and never mind, folks, that the previous
week's number was quietly revised up by 4,000
just like it always is.

But there's no hope (you have to keep this in
mind) for any real reduction in the
unemployment rate as long as that number is
above 400,000, and economists are saying it will
be for years to come. That 400,000, you have to
get sickle below that before you even start
talking about replacement level jobs. It's a
disaster. The real question is whether or not this
is what Obama intends. The real question is: "Is
this the objective?" I still maintain that that must
be seriously examined, because nobody in their
right mind-- with a modicum of experience,
economic intelligence, and education -- would
ever double down, triple down on failed policies
like this, to whom this mess can be directly
traceable. Something is really, drastically wrong
with all of this, and it's not the United States of
America. This is not deserved, this is not called
for, this is not just what happens to be up next
for us.

There's more going on here than just it is cyclical
nature of economics.

RUSH: Here's a David in Norwood, ah.  David,
great to have you on the program, sir.

CALLER:  Hey, I wanted to know how do we fix
this horrible economy?

RUSH:  David, how old are you?

CALLER:  I'm 43.

RUSH:  You're 43.  At what age were you -- no
wrong answers here, don't misunderstand, I'm
trying to ascertain what might be your baseline of
experience, knowledge, and paying attention to
things.  At what age were you when you started
caring about any of this?

CALLER:  Twenty-eight.

RUSH:  Twenty-eight.  Okay, so you have roughly
been paying attention here for, what, 15 years?
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CALLER:  Yes.

RUSH:  Okay, so those 15 years takes you back
basically to the Bill Clinton administration.  You
know nothing prior to the Bill Clinton
administration in terms of --

CALLER:  No, no, I'm quite affiliate -- I'm a
teacher.  So, yeah, I know all about all of that, but
I'm scared 'cause lately --

RUSH:  Well, I want to try to help you come up
with this.  I could tell you this in 30 seconds.  I
want you to come up with this yourself.  At what
point in your past was the economy healthy, in
good shape, roaring, and very little of it
concerned you, how old were you, what were
you doing, and where were you?

CALLER:  It was during the Reagan administration. 
I was fine with Reagan, and then something
keyed off, something went off kilter, and I
suddenly as a teacher for, you know, I've been
teaching for --

RUSH:  Let me tell you bluntly what went off
kilter.

CALLER:  Well, it's a long story.

RUSH:  No, it's very simple.  What went off kilter
was --

CALLER:  A divorce.

RUSH:  No, two things, Reagan worked.  Reagan's
policies posed the biggest threat to the Democrat
Party they could ever imagine. The Democrat
Party right now needs Reagan. Obama needs
Reagan. That's why these clowns are now all of a
sudden starting to talk about growth 'cause they
got reelect numbers internal. I finally heard Pat
Caddell say this. I knew it was the case. Pat
Caddell has said that the internal reelect polling
numbers the White House are awful.  They are
awful, and what they need is economic growth. 

That's what Reaganomics gave us.  But economic
growth with reduced tax rates, smaller
government, less government involvement in
people's lives, argues against the need for
liberals.  They could not allow that.  So revision
history began, writing what a dunce Reagan was,
how bad those policies were, killed America, blah,
blah, blah, blah, blah.  If you want to fix the US
economy, then you defeat every person with a D
next to their name every November election
there is.

RUSH:  We were told during the campaign that
Barack Obama would fundamentally change the
way the United States economy works, and he
has.  We are finding out, getting to see exactly
what he meant. 

Sarah Palin vs. The Establishment

Who's next? Tina in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
you're next on the EIB Network. Hi.

CALLER: Hey, Rush. It's an honor always. Before I
get to my point, I can't agree with you more. My
husband's in a small business in charge of several
-- it's an LLC of, you know, Hilton's, and they
would love to be hiring, and when they extended
the tax rates, my husband says, "Yeah, great,
except we make five- to ten-year plans, not
two-year plans." They'd love to be hiring, but
they're not. But my point was that I called about
is that I'm really sick of these kind of
Krauthammer and Karl Rove -- I have to put him
in there, too, because as much as I like him, I'm
sorry -- holier-than-thou Washington crowd who
are just so quick to diss people who aren't
Washington or aren't them like Sarah Palin. And
I hate it.

RUSH: Why do you think they do it?

CALLER: Because she's not from their ilk. That's
the only thing I can think of. But they do have an
air about them that they think, you know, "We've
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been in politics our whole life, and she's only
done this," or, "Just because she's right on every
damn issue doesn't give her enough credibility."

RUSH: You know, not to do an "I told you so"
here, I really don't like doing those, but I think
I've been pretty clear for the last two years of the
internecine battles in the Republican Party.
There's a struggle there. In the midst of Obama
and the Democrats imploding, there is not unity
on the Republican side for the answer to it.
Conservatism in the Republican Party is still
considered an outsider no matter who you are. If
you're a conservative you're an outsider -- I mean
a genuine conservative. Yeah, there's some class
aspects here. I think that's what you're talking
about -- you know, being "of" Washington, being
"of" the political elites and so forth. No question
that that's true. This comes as a surprise to
people because a lot of people thought for many
years the Republican Party is conservative and it's
united behind conservative candidates. I think the
way Palin has been treated has really been a
shock and an eye-opener for a lot of Republicans,
because it really has been vicious. It is
breathtakingly mean-spirited from the Republican
side what's been done to Palin, not just the
Democrats where you would expect it to come
from.

CALLER: Well, you know what, though, Rush? A
lot of people when she drew the crowd she drew
with McCain? I think people who actually voted
for McCain were voting more for Palin than they
were for him.

RUSH: Well --

CALLER: I know I was.

RUSH: I think so. Yeah, there's no question. She's
in Massachusetts today and there's a story (I just
read it in the Boston Herald) that she is drawing
mobs of people, and not one protester. She is
drawing mobs. It is hilarious, folks, to read some
of the press about Palin. They just are bugged to

no end, accusing her of creating traffic dangers
with her bus convoy! You know, she snuck out of
the hotel in Gettysburg. She snuck out the back
door to head up to New York, I think maybe to
meet Trump or something. She beat the media
out and they're livid that she gave them the slip.
They just can't believe that she got away with
that. They can't believe she gave 'em the slip.
They can't believe that she would even try to give
'em the slip.
They can't believe she succeeded in giving them
the slip because she's not that smart -- and then
she goes these places, and she's loved and
adored. Throngs of people show up, and they all
want autographs and pictures and they all want
to be close to her. There aren't any protest signs.
There aren't any anti-Palin people showing up.
They just are beside themselves. She really has
them running in circles. She has got them so
discombobulated, folks, it's hilarious to watch.
I'm looking for something here. There's a piece by
Martin Bashir who, I guess, works at PMSNBC in
the afternoon. Yeah. Get this. I found this at Real
Clear Politics. Martin Bashir: "It's time now to
Clear the Air and to ask a question: what is the
purpose behind Sarah Palin's current bus tour?

"It's difficult to ask that question directly because
Sarah Palin specializes in checkbook journalism.
That is, she only gives interviews to a network
that pays her in excess of $1 million a year. So
we're forced to make judgements [sic] from the
outside and it all looks like the precursor to a
presidential campaign." Then he goes on to say
that her bus tour might be in breach of federal
law! The bus tour "could be in breach of a federal
law because the United States Flag Code
establishes important rules for the use and
display of the stars and stripes, the flag of the
United States. Under standards of respect and
etiquette, it's made clear that the flag of the
United States should never be used for any
advertising purpose whatsoever.

"Yet that's precisely what Sarah Palin is doing.
She's using the flag of the United States for her
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own financial purposes. She drapes herself in the
stars and stripes and makes millions of dollars in
the process." When was the last time any of us
heard anybody in the Drive-Bys worried at all
about the flag? (interruption) That's even a better
question: When was the first time the Drive-Bys
were worried about the flag? You know what else
they're ticked off? Palin and Trump had a meal,
had pizza, and she ate hers with a knife and fork,
and they are saying (snorts), it's unsophisticated,
it's un-American, it proves that she's not in touch
with anybody.

They're ragging on her for eating pizza with knife
and fork, and Trump, too. Trump is being ripped
for eating pizza with a knife and fork. That story
at Yahoo or somewhere, it's the top story of the
day at some websites aggregation. I was flying
back from my super-secret meeting yesterday
and, you know, I hadn't eaten all day. It was
middle of the afternoon, late afternoon getting
back, and there was a miniature little pizza there.
So I grabbed that and I ate it with a knife and
fork. I never pick up a pizza and eat it with my
hands. I always use a knife and fork. They're
ticked off at her about that. This guy, Martin
Bashir, is dead serious. She's in violation of flag
law!

She is driving them insane. In fact, this story in
the Boston Herald makes mention of the fact that
Romney's not too happy about this because this
is his big coming out day, his big announcement.
She's up there stealing his thunder in a different
part of the state. He's in New Hampshire
announcing. She's drawing all the crowds; says
that she's not concerned about the party; she's
not concerned about delegates and this, that, and
the other thing. You know, I have never met
Sarah Palin. I've spoken to her twice in
interviews. I don't know her. People ask me for
insight. I couldn't tell you. So I don't know. People
ask me, "Is she doing this stuff because she has a
score to settle with the Republicans, too?

"Does she think they were unkind to her during
the campaign with some of the stuff they put out
or let get out about the wardrobe?" and I don't
know. I don't know the answer to that. I don't
know if she's settling scores. I don't know if what
she's doing is, quote, unquote, "establishing the
brand" and making money. I don't know if what
she's doing is having fun tweaking the media.
Well, yeah, I do know she's having fun doing that
-- and I think that represents a stunning reversal.
That she's able to is a stunning reversal. She has
them on the run, she has them on defensive, she
has them making themselves look like utter high
school gossip-mongering fools. It actually is
hilarious to look at the dander these people have
been worked into.

The Obama Stimulus Has Failed

RUSH: Look, we know that Obama's stimulus
plan, Obama's stimulus was nothing more than a
money laundering slush fund.  We know that
now.  We know that in any number of ways,
learning it most recently from Wisconsin.  A full
80% of the money that Wisconsin got went to the
public sector unions -- and, of course, that
money, a percentage of that just goes right back
to the Democrat Party.  But let's say -- just for the
sake of discussion, playing devil's advocate, let's
-- that Obama is simply is a misguided,
well-intentioned statist; and he really believes
that massive government spending to the tune of
a trillion dollars will grow an economy and create
jobs and all that.  You need to first ask a question:
How do we define growth?  Is growth not the pie
getting bigger?  

Economic growth that the gross domestic
product -- the economic output, the sum total of
it -- increases, meaning brand-new jobs are
created. People with jobs are compensated with
raises, higher incomes.  New products are
invented, and the pie grows.  That's what
economic growth is.  It can be nothing else. 
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Otherwise you have stagnation -- or if you have
depression, you've got negative growth, which is
the economy shrinking, getting smaller, which in
fact is what's happening.  Okay, so we've defined
growth.  Now we ask ourselves: How does it
happen?  The government wants our economic
pie to get bigger -- and here comes Obama,
saying, "Oh, I got the plan.  

"We're gonna spend a trillion bucks, and we're
gonna but that trillion bucks to work
immediately.  We're gonna inject that trillion
bucks right into the economy."  Ooh!  Cool!  But
is it going to be a trillion dollars that's not in the
economy already?  In other words: Where's the
government going to get the money?  If the
government is going to take the money from
somewhere else in the economy and spend it
somewhere else in the economy what you have
is not growth but shifting, but you have no
growth -- and that's what the stimulus bill
purportedly was. That's not even what it ended
up doing, but that was how they sold it.

"Keynesian spending! We're gonna grow the
economy! We're gonna put a trillion bucks in it." 

Where'd they get it?  They had to borrow it, print
it, tax it, or what have you.  But it wasn't created
out of growth.  In fact, the way the money was
procured would lead to economic stagnation, if
anything; it would not lead to growth.  Never has. 
If Keynesian economics worked, if pumping
government money into a faltering economy
worked, there would never be a faltering
economy. We woulda learned it the first time, it
woulda worked, and every recession that came
along or every near depression that came along,
all we'd have to do is pump some money into it
and, voila! It'd be over with.  It never works, does
it?  A guy at the Heritage Foundation, Brian Riedl,
came up with an analogy to explain why
government intervention to boost the economy
doesn't work.  He used a swimming pool.

Removing water from one end of a swimming
pool and pouring it in the other end will not raise
the overall water level.  In fact, it won't change
anything after a while.  It might make the deeper
end deeper for a brief time -- it might make the
shallow end shallower for a brief, brief time -- but
then it all levels out.  Well, it's the same premise. 
If you take dollars from one part of the economy
(i.e, the rich) and you distribute those dollars to
another part of the economy, you're not growing
anything. You're simply redistributing.  And if in
the process the recipients of your redistribution
are getting it for not doing anything -- if there's
no accompanying activity to warrant the receipt
of that money other than they're just sitting
there and they happen to be Democrat voters --
then you really screwing yourself. 
And under the best laid plans that's what the
stimulus was, being totally well-intentioned.  We
know that's not what it was and we know it was
a slush fund.  We know, folks, it was nothing
more than a money laundering scheme.  We
know that now.  But if they really were just
mistaken, and they thought they could inject a
trillion dollars by redistributing it, it doesn't work.
It has never worked, and it will never work.  So
the question is: Do these guys know that and
they're just lying to us, or are they really
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economically ignorant and utopian fools who
really believe this stuff?  At this point I don't care. 
All I know is that they're dead wrong, and what
they're doing has been destructive and it's gotta
stop.  

They're destroying the housing market; they've
destroyed the job market.  They have made a
college education worthless.  It really is.  I mean,
look at the stories you get on that now.  College
education? It doesn't mean anything to people
you had a degree now.  What was one of the big
stories last week, Peter Thiel, one of the
cofounders of PayPal. He's paying people
scholarships not to go to the college.  "You know
what?  I'll give you a hundred grand to sit around
and be an entrepreneur.  I'll give you money. You
can apply for a grant and I'll give you a hundred
grand to sit there and develop an idea you really
feel passionate about.  Screw college."  

There were twenty-four recipients of this idea. 
I'm sure some of them will make something out
of it, too.  You know, passion and desire being
major ingredients of success.  So in the midst of
this (and the Heritage people point this out in
their Morning Bell blog today), last week the
House Republicans came up with a proposal to
actually create job growth.  They wanted to
reduce regulations and taxes; they wanted to
promote free trade.  Essentially, they wanted to
make it easier for businesses to grow, to invest in
themselves, to hire people, which would thus
grow the economy, reduce unemployment -- and
the left, like clockwork, went on the attack,
claiming, "Eh, it's the same old ideas with fancy
new clip art."

The New York Times described it as "more of the
same fixes the Republicans always recommend
no matter the problem."  But ironically, it's the
left calling for more of their same ideas, and they
responded with policies last week that would -- if
you add 'em up -- equal a combined federal and
state top tax rate on earnings of 62%.  That would
be the top rate.  Hello. 1970s!  You know, Ronald

Reagan took office in 1981, the top marginal rate
was 70%.  The Democrats want to go back there. 
By the time you take away the charitable
deduction and all that and the other plans that
they have in mind, you have a top effective rate
of 62%, top marginal rate.  Now, if you got a rate
like that I guarantee you there isn't gonna be any
job growth.

Nobody is gonna be trying to earn the dollars that
are taxed at 62%.  You're gonna say, "The hell
with it."  You'd be a fool, you would be an
absolute fool to spend a lot of time and industry
earning dollars that you get to keep 38 cents of! 
Wherever that rate kicks in, whatever income
level kicks in at, that's where you stop busting
your butt and don't care about it. It's senseless. 
That's why Reagan cut the 70% rate to 50 and
then the 28.  Look what happened when he did? 
Economic growth out the wazoo! Democrats
panic and revisionist historians got into gear and
trying to tell us that trickle-down economics
didn't work.  

No.  We're supposed to revel in what's happening
now.  We're supposed to have faith in what's
happening now.  We're supposed to be patient!
"Don't change horses in the middle of the stream. 
Why, our plans are just now starting to take
root."  If we stay with these plans, the sight is not
going to be pretty.  It is going to be a wanton
economic destruction that's so unnecessary
brought about by people who have a grudge or a
chip on their shoulder or whatever it is about this
country that they can't stand, and then they think
it's time that this country paid the price for
whatever transgressions these people think the
United States has committed.  In the meantime
look at what's happening.  

Wherever you go, wherever the economic news
is, it's not just bad, it is disastrous. Utter disaster
is happening right before our eyes.  The only
growth that this regime is interested in is in the
growth of government and those who are
dependent on it.  That's the growth they care
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about.  They want more people earning less
money, depending more for supplemental
income on the government.  That equals voters. 
How well, ladies and gentlemen, would it have
worked for General Motors to have borrowed
money from Ford to try to get out of their bad
debts and pensions?  How would that have
worked?  Well, what are we doing but borrowing
money from our economic competitors the
ChiComs? That's what we're doing.  Whether it's
accidental or whether it's by design, we're on the
wrong horse, and we need not just to change
horses in the middle of the stream. We need to
reverse direction.  

We need to turn around with somebody else on
the horse!  Illinois just raised their top tax rate to
66%, and it still isn't working, and there is an
increase in exits from the state of Illinois.  They're
in worse shape than ever.  Why would it work for
the US government?  The only difference is, you
cannot leave the United States.  You can leave
Illinois.  Well, you can leave the United States but
nobody wants to have to do that.  What kind of
option is that?  It's silly to have to bring it up. 

Carter: Economic Stagnation
Explained, at 30,000 Feet

RUSH:  There's a great piece today. I'm gonna get
to this in the first hour of the program today. It's
actually a column by a Yale professor who ended
up on a train or an airplane with a small business
owner, and the Yale professor said, "You know,
this is really worth my while. We professors deal
in the abstract. We don't deal with human
dynamism." One of the most-often leveled
observations and complaints by me on this
program: Faceless people, statistics, plug them
into policies and watch them behave according to
the way a computer or a statistical mathematical
formula would say they would behave.

But you put a real person into it or a real business
owner and start tacking on taxes and regulations.
I really gotta praise the Yale prof for being honest
about what he learned from a small business
owner about why the small business owner will
not hire. Now, the Yale prof also, in a
continuation of yesterday, thinks the economy's
growing when it's not -- and, by the way, there's
another 60%. I'll guarantee you, 65% of the
American people do not think that we're in
recovery yet. The Democrats are in a minority on
issue after issue after issue, and it's time for us to
understand it and act like it.

Stephen L. Carter, a professor at Yale: "Economic
Stagnation Explained, at 30,000 Feet." Straight
from the horse's mouth. A businessman in the
heartland explains why he and others like him are
not hiring. Stephen L. Carter is a professor of law
at Yale who found himself on an airplane
recently. "The man in the aisle seat is trying to
tell me why he refuses to hire anybody. His
business is successful, he says, as the 737 cruises
smoothly eastward. Demand for his product is up.
But he still won't hire. 'Why not?' 'Because I don't
know how much it will cost,' he explains. 'How
can I hire new workers today, when I don't know
how much they will cost me tomorrow?' He's
referring not to wages, but to regulation: He has
no way of telling what new rules will go into
effect when.

"His business, although it covers several states,
operates on low margins. He can't afford to take
the chance of losing what little profit there is to
the next round of regulatory changes. And so he's
hiring nobody until he has some certainty about
cost. It's a little odd," writes Mr. Carter, the Yale
law professor, "to be having this conversation as
the news media keep insisting that private
employment is picking up. But as economists
have pointed out to all who will listen, the only
real change is that the rate of layoffs has slowed.
Fewer than one of six small businesses added
jobs last year, and not many more expect to do
so this year.
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"The private sector is creating no more new jobs
than it was a year ago; the man in the aisle seat is
trying to tell me why. He is trim and white-haired
and bursting with energy. He's proud of the
business he has built: not large by the way things
are measured these days, but certainly
successful. He shows me sales figures, award
citations, stories from trade magazines. I
congratulate him, then turn to the window and
enjoy the view for a bit. We are flying over the
Midwest, away from the setting sun and toward
the darkness. America stretches beneath us in
every direction, flat and broad and beautiful. My
seat-mate has just discovered that I am a law
professor: That is the reason for his discourse.

"'I don't understand why Washington does this
to us,' he resumes. By 'us,' he means people
who run businesses of less-than-Fortune-500
size. He tells me that it doesn't much matter
which party is in office. Every change of power
means a whole new set of rules to which he and
those like him must respond. 'I don't
understand,' he continues, 'why Washington
won't just get out of our way and let us hire.'
There are a lot of responses I could offer at this
point. But I am interested now; I prefer to let
him talk. It isn't just hiring that is too
unpredictable, he says. He feels the same way
about investing.

"He has never liked stock markets; he prefers to
put cash directly into businesses he likes in
return for a small stake, acting, in short, as a
small-time venture capitalist. 'Can't do that now,'
he says. For people like him -- people who aren't
filthy rich -- it has become too hard to pick
winners. But he doesn't blame the great
information advantages enjoyed by insiders. He
blames Washington, once more, for creating a
climate of uncertainty. Why Not Sell? Growing
bold -- or maybe rude -- I ask why, if the climate
is so terrible, he doesn't just sell his company.
This brings a smile. 'I think about retirement a
lot,' he says. 'But I can't.'

"I wait to hear about how much he loves the
business he founded, or about his responsibilities
to his employees, or perhaps to the town,
somewhere in the Dakotas, where his factory is
located." In other words, the professor waits for
all the cliches. "Instead, he tells me that it's
impossible to make a sensible decision about
winding down his firm when he doesn't even
know from one year to the next what the capital
gains rate is going to be. I argue a bit. Surely
government isn't all bad. It protects property, the
environment, civil rights ... My seat-mate seems
to think that I'm missing the point. He's not
anti-government.

"He's not anti-regulation. He just needs to know
as he makes his plans that the rules aren't going
to change radically. Big businesses don't face the
same problem, he says. They have lots of
customers to spread costs over. They have
'installed base.'" Now, remember here, small
business is the primary job-creator in the private
sector, not the big guys. "For medium-sized firms
like his, however, there is little wiggle room to
absorb the costs of regulatory change. Because
he possesses neither lobbyists nor clout, he says,
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Washington doesn't care whether he hires more
workers or closes up shop. We will be landing
shortly in Minneapolis. I ask him what, precisely,
he thinks is the proper role of government as it
relates to business.

"'Invisible,' he says. 'I know there are things the
government has to do. But they need to find a
way to do them without people like me having to
bump into a new regulation every time we turn a
corner.' He reflects for a moment, then finds the
analogy he seeks. 'Government should act like my
assistant, not my boss.' We are at the gate. We
exchange business cards. On the way to my
connection, I ponder. As an academic with an
interest in policy, I tend to see businesses as
abstractions, fitting into a theory or a data set.
Most policymakers do the same. We rarely
encounter the simple human face of the
less-than-giant businesses we constantly extol" or
regulate.

"And when they refuse to hire, we would often
rather go on television and call them greedy than
sit and talk to them about their challenges.
Recessions have complex causes, but, as the man
on the [plane] reminded me, we do nothing to
make things better when the companies on
which we rely see Washington as adversary
rather than partner." Now, Mr. Carter, I'm sure,
is a great guy, and I don't know how old he is. But
he's a professor of law at Yale, and he had an
epiphany. This late, he had an epiphany -- and
God bless him for writing this piece. This piece
appears at Bloomberg.com. God bless him for
writing the piece. God bless him for admitting
this.

But what was it that constitutes the epiphany?
That there are human beings affected by these
regulations, that these businesses are not
abstract, that these are not automatons or robots
who are blindly following every regulation as it's
passed. The hubris that's involved in the
regulator, "We're doing this for you. We're doing
this to help, 'cause we know more than you do,"

when the regulators don't. So these
small-business people are just up against it each
and every day, and Mr. Carter here learns at
whatever stage in life he is, that government's
adversarial -- and this seatmate of his across the
aisle on the plane was not ideological.

It wasn't about left or right, or maybe the
seatmate was just saying so so as to be
unprovocative, nonprovocative. If you start
making it left-versus-right, it would take the
conversation a whole different area than he
wanted it to go. I mean, I would have to assume
this guy is not a liberal if he's got this view of
government getting in his way all the time, but
regardless it's what we always talk about here.
These people in Washington, they come up with
taxes, regulations, laws, and they don't score
them dynamically. They score them statically,
without any concern that human beings on the
other end of the regulations will have to live by
them or get around them somehow. 

Additional Rush Links

Horror for US Economy as Data Falls off Cliff
http://www.cnbc.com/id/43239586 

Wall Street Baffled by Slowing Economy, Low 
Yields
http://www.cnbc.com/id/43236764 

U.S. and Europe give millions to Muslim
Brotherhood
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2011/05/27/
g-8-offer-20b-arab-spring/ 

LA Times: Obama’s problem is, his brain is just
way too fast for his mouth: 
http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/comm
entary/la-oe-daum-obamaspeak-20110526,0,4
62327.column 
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Perma-Links
Since there are some links you may want to go
back to from time-to-time, I am going to begin a
list of them here.  This will be a list to which I will
add links each week. 

The Right Perspective (blog): 
http://rightperspective.wordpress.com/ 

Conservative byte (conservative blog; news): 
http://conservativebyte.com/ 

The Government is not God, a political action
committee: 
http://www.gingpac.org/ 

Obama’s autopen twitter account: 
http://twitter.com/#!/ObamasAutopen 

The Minority Report (conservative blogging and
news): 
http://www.theminorityreportblog.com/ 

Shadow Government Statistic; excellent
economics site (some information is free, but this
is a subscription site): 
http://www.shadowstats.com/ 

A George Soros funded site to go after specific
Fox anchors through their advertisers (is there
any parallel to this on the right?): 
http://dropfox.com/ 

Cato Institute’s Downsizing Government 
http://www.downsizinggovernment.org/ 

Cool blog with a lot of excellent articles: 
http://jammiewearingfool.blogspot.com/ 

Slimeball comics: 
http://slimeball-comics.blogspot.com/ 

Anti-Fox, anti-conservative “news and opinion”
site: 
http://www.newscorpse.com/ 

Lots of current vids: 
http://www.therightscoop.com/ 

Men with Foil Hats (occasionally borders on
conspiratorial without being completely nuts;
mostly a repository of news stories from
elsewhere): 
http://www.menwithfoilhats.com/ 

iwatch news is a repository of interesting news
items; there might be a slight left slant?  It is hard
to tell. 
http://www.iwatchnews.org/ 

Calculated Risk Blog: 
http://cr4re.com/charts/charts.html 
Calculated Risk Charts and Graphs: 
http://cr4re.com/charts/charts.html 

This website, asks the eternal question... 
http://www.isglennbeckright.com/ 

Renew America: 
http://www.renewamerica.com/

The Party of 1776: 
http://www.partyof1776.net/ 

Climate Realists: 
http://climaterealists.com/index.php 

In case I did not list it before, Iowa Hawk
(insightful economic blogging): 
http://iowahawk.typepad.com/ 

American Legislative Exchange Council (Limited
government, free markets and federalism): 
http://www.alec.org/AM/Template.cfm?Sectio
n=Home 

Right Wing News Watch 
http://www.rightwingnewswatch.com/ 
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It is mostly libs who post here, but this way, you
get their weird perspective on things political: 
http://www.politico.com/arena/ 

The Right Scoop: 
http://www.therightscoop.com/ 

Pro-Life Unity: 
http://www.prolifeunity.com/ 

Christian Healthcare Ministries (an alternative to
health insurance) 
http://chministries.org/ 

Daniel Mitchell’s blog: 
http://danieljmitchell.wordpress.com/ 

Capitalism Magazine 
http://www.capitalismmagazine.com/

The truth wins (mostly commentary on
economics). 
http://thetruthwins.com/

Conservative 21 (blog) 
http://www.conservative21.com/index.cfm 

Translating Jihad.  What is broadcast in the Arabic
is one thing; and how it is said in English is
something entirely different: 
http://translating-jihad.blogspot.com/ 

Here is a chart you MUST see (it is about political
party donors): 

http://www.opensecrets.org/orgs/list.php 

The Center for Responsive Politics: 
http://www.opensecrets.org/ 

What if George Bush did that? 
http://whatifgeorgebushdidthat.wordpress.com/ 

The Lonely Conservative (news and conservative
opinion): 
http://lonelyconservative.com/ 

The right weather underground (blog, with some
emphasis upon the phony green agenda). 
http://www.wunderground.com/blog/sebastia
njer/ 

An article on the federal reserve: 
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/fed_reserve.htm 

The Economic Collapse Blog: 
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/ 

Albert Mohler’s blog, which is Christian and
conservative: 
http://www.albertmohler.com/ 

Readers begin a discussion, and other join in: 
http://ricochet.com/ 

The Other Half of History (the history which is
ignored in the modern classroom): 
http://historyhalf.com/columns/ 

American History: 
http://wallbuilders.com/ 
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Citizen Tom (news and conservative
commentary): 
http://citizentom.com/ 

Pronk Palisades (recent news and editorial videos
and links): 
http://raymondpronk.wordpress.com/ 

The Right brothers (sort of newsy and
commentary): 
http://therightbrothers.posterous.com/ 

Freedom Fighter’s Journal (news and opinion
articles): 
http://ronbosoldier.blogspot.com/ 

Liberty’s Army (mostly economic and middle
eastern revolutionary news right now): 
http://www.libertysarmy.com/ 

News and opinion articles: 
http://iusbvision.wordpress.com/ 

STORM’s official Revolutionary document: 
http://www.leftspot.com/blog/files/docs
/STORMSummation.pdf 

Climate Depot’s 321-page 'Consensus
Buster' Report: 
http://www.climatedepot.com/a/9035/S
PECIAL-REPORT-More-Than-1000-Interna
tional-Scientists-Dissent-Over-ManMade-
Global-Warming-Claims--Challenge-UN-IP
CC--Gore 

The Iowahawk, which is a blog, at times,
heavy with stats, and at other times, it is
hard to tell: 
http://iowahawk.typepad.com/iowahawk/ 

Liberal collector of links and liberal news: 
http://onegoodmove.org/1gm/ 

Good conservative news blog: 
http://a12iggymom.wordpress.com/ 

The radio patriot; a news repository and right-
wing blog: 
http://radiopatriot.wordpress.com/ 

Glenn Beck’s news page; almost everything is a
video: 
http://www.theblaze.com/ 

Conservative Girls are Hot: 
http://girlontheright.com/ 

The Food Liberation Army (I am still unsure
whether this is a put-on or not): 
http://www.freeronald.org/en/fla/ 

Good news site—Buck’s Right: 
http://www.bucksright.com/ 

In case you want to refer others to this; statistical
comparison between gays and straights: 
http://www.frc.org/get.cfm?i=IS04C02 

Palestinian Media Watch: 
http://palwatch.org/ 
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Right Bias: 
http://rightbias.com/ 

Red, White and Blue news: 
http://redwhitebluenews.com/ 

The Right Scoop (lots of videos): 
http://www.therightscoop.com/ 

Excellent news source: 
http://home.myway.com/ 

Union refund?  Really? 
http://www.unionrefund.org/ 

The Right Reasons (news and opinion): 
http://www.therightreasons.net/index.php 

Meadia Research Center where the bias of
mainstream news is exposed again and again. 
http://www.mrc.org 

Pundit and Pundette: 
http://www.punditandpundette.com/ 

News directly from people in Egypt (called
Broadcasting from Tahrir Square): 
http://eltahrir.org/ 

Stand with Us: 
http://www.standwithus.com/ 

A George Soros funded site: 
http://thinkprogress.org/ 

Progressive media matters action network: 
http://politicalcorrection.org/ 

The Jawa Report (there is some moderate
emphasis upon Islam): 
http://mypetjawa.mu.nu/ 

Kids Aren’t Cars: 
http://www.kidsarentcars.com/blog/ 

Stuff you probably did not know about
greenhouse gases (this is a good link for friends): 
http://www.geocraft.com/WVFossils/greenhou
se_data.html 

The Top 100 Effects of Global Warming (I am
fairly certain that this is serious; but it is really
hard to tell).  It is saying goodbye to French
Wines, glaciers, guacamole, mixed nuts, French
fries, baseball and Christmas trees and saying
hello to cannibalistic polar bears, jellyfish attacks,
giant squid attacks, more stray kittens,
suffocating lemmings, burning cow poop and
acidic oceans. 
http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2007
/09/climate_100.html 

Comprehensive List of Tax Hikes in Obamacare
(this includes individual health insurance costing
as much as $695/month by 2016—which is not
the only cost): 
http://www.atr.org/comprehensive-list-tax-hik
es-obamacare-a5758# 

Tammy Bruce
http://tammybruce.com/ 

[California’s] Public Speakers blog: 
http://pubsecrets.wordpress.com/ 

Flashpoint—California’s most significant political
news: 
http://www.flashreport.org/ 

The Publius Forum (more of a newscast than a
blog; located in Chicago, I believe): 
http://www.publiusforum.com/ 

Political Chips: 
http://www.politicalchips.org/  

Brits at their best: 
http://www.britsattheirbest.com/ 

Political Affairs, which used to be called the
Communist (in case you are interested in what 
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the Democratic Par, I mean, the communist party
is up to. 
http://politicalaffairs.net/ 

Headlines, short news stories: 
http://www.thehotjoints.com/ 

Christmas is evil (Muslim website): 
http://xmasisevil.com/index2.php 

Conservative blogger: 
http://reaganiterepublicanresistance.blogspot.c
om/ 

Verum Serum
http://www.verumserum.com/ 

The Tax Professor Blog 
http://taxprof.typepad.com/tax
prof_blog/ 

Moonbattery: 
http://www.moonbattery.com/ 

Arbitrary Vote: 
http://arbitraryvote.com/home 

The Party of Know: 
http://thepartyofknow.com/ 

Slap Blog 
http://slapblog.com/ 

The latest news from Prison
Planet: 
http://prisonplanet.tv/ 
http://prisonplanet.tv/latest-ne
ws.html 

Right Wing News: 
http://rightwingnews.com/ 

The Frugal Café: 
http://www.frugal-cafe.com/pu
blic_html/frugal-blog/frugal-caf
e-blogzone/ 

The Left Coast Rebel: 
http://www.leftcoastrebel.com/ 

The Freedomist: 
http://freedomist.com/ 

Greg Gutfeld’s website: 
http://freedomist.com/ 

This is one of my favorite lists; this is a list of
things which global warming causes (right now, it
causes over 800 things—most of these are
linked): 
http://www.numberwatch.co.uk/warmlist.htm 

The U.K.’s number watch: 
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http://www.numberwatch.co.uk/number%20w
atch.htm 

100 things we can say goodbye to (or, hello to)
because of Global Warming (all of these are
linked).  They are very serious about these things,
by the way: 
http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2007
/09/climate_100.html 

If you are busy, and just want to read about the
Top Ten things: 
http://planetsave.com/2009/06/07/global-war
ming-effects-and-causes-a-top-10-list/ 
Observations of a blue state conservative: 
http://lonelyconservative.com/ 

Thomas “Soul man” Sewell’s column archive: 
http://www.jewishworldreview.com/cols/sowe
ll1.asp 

Walter E. Williams column archive: 
http://townhall.com/columnists/WalterEWillia
ms/ 

Israpundit: 
http://www.israpundit.com/ 

The Prairie Pundit: 
http://prairiepundit.blogspot.com/ 

Conservative Art: 
http://secularstupidest.com/ 

Conservative Club of Houston: 
http://www.cclub.org/welcome 

Conservative blog, but with an eye to the culture
and pop culture (there is a lot of stuff here): 
http://hallofrecord.blogspot.com/ 

Conservative and pop culture blog (last I looked,
there were some Beatles’ performances here): 
http://thinkinboutstuff.com/thinkinboutstuff/nf
blog/ 

Raging Elephants: 
http://www.ragingelephants.org/ 

Gulag bound: 
http://gulagbound.com/ 

Hyscience: 
http://www.hyscience.com/ 

Politi Fi 
http://politifi.com/ 

TEA Party Patriots: 
http://teapartypatriots.org/ 

South Montgomery County Liberty Group: 
http://sites.google.com/site/smclibertygroup/ 

Hole in the Hull: 
http://www.holeinthehull.com/ 

National Council for Policy Analysis (ideas
changing the world): 
http://www.ncpa.org/ 

Ordering their pamphlets: 
http://www.policypatriots.org/ 

Cartoon (Senator Meddler): 
http://www.senatormedler.com/ 

Bear Witness: 
http://bearwitness.info/default.aspx 
http://bearwitness.info/BEARWITNESSMAIN.aspx
(there are a million vids on this second page) 

Right Change (facts presented in an entertaining
manner): 
http://www.rightchange.com/ 

Bias alert from the Media Research Center: 
http://www.mrc.org/biasalert/archive.aspx 

Excellent conservative blogger: 
http://mikesamerica.blogspot.com/ 
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Send this link to the young people you know (try
the debt quiz; I only got 6 out of 10 right): 
http://ourtab.org/ 
Center for Responsive Politics: 
http://www.opensecrets.org/ 

The Chamber Post (pro-business blog): 
http://www.chamberpost.com/ 

Labor Pains (a pro-business, anti-union blog): 
http://laborpains.org/ 

These people are after our children and after
church goers as well: 
http://www.storyofstuff.com/ 

Their opposition: 
http://resistingthegreendragon.com/ 

The Doug Ross Journal (lots of pictures and
cartoons): 
http://directorblue.blogspot.com/ 

The WSJ Guide to Financial Reform
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240527
48703315404575250382363319878.html 

The WSJ Guide to Obamacare: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240527
48704471504574441193211542788.html 

The WSJ Guide to Climate Change
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240527
48704007804574574101605007432.html 

Video-heavy news source: 
http://www.mediaite.com/ 

Political News: 
http://www.politicsdaily.com/ 

Planet Gore; blogs about the environment: 
http://www.nationalreview.com/planet-gore 

The Patriot Post: 
http://patriotpost.us/ 

PA Pundits, whose motto is, “the relentless
pursuit of common sense” (I used many of the
quotations which they gathered) 
http://papundits.wordpress.com/ 

Index of (business) freedom, world rankings: 
http://www.heritage.org/index/pdf/2010/Index
2010_ExecutiveHighlights.pdf 

U.S. State economic freedom: 
http://www.pacificresearch.org/docLib/200809
09_Economic_Freedom_Index_2008.pdf 

The All-American Blogger: 
http://www.allamericanblogger.com/ 

The Right Scoop (with lots of vids): 
http://www.therightscoop.com/ 

In case you have not seen it yet, Obsession: 
http://www.therightscoop.com/saturday-cinem
a-obsession-radical-islams-war-against-the-west 

Inside Islam; what a billion Muslims think: 
http://vimeo.com/14121737 

World Net Daily (News): 
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http://www.wnd.com/ 

Excellent blog with lots of cool vids: 
http://benhoweblog.wordpress.com/ 

Black and Right: 
http://www.black-and-right.com/ 

The Right Network: 
http://rightnetwork.com/ 
Video on the Right Network: 
http://rightnetwork.com/videos/860061517 

The newly designed Democrat website: 
http://www.democrats.org/ 

Composition of Congress 1855–2010: 
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0774721.htm 

Anti-American and pro-socialist, pro-Arabic: 
http://www.zeropartypolitics.com/ 

The anti-Jihad resistence (which appears to be a
set of links to similar websites): 
http://www.antijihadresistance.com/ 

Seems to be fair and balanced with an
international news approach: 
http://ibnlive.in.com/ 
http://www.rawstory.com/ 

Black and Right dot com: 
http://www.black-and-right.com/  (the future
liberal of the day is quite humorous) 

Mostly a liberal blogger, who says vicious things
about most conservatives; and yet, says
something sensible, e.g. posting many of the
things which the healthcare bill does to us. 
http://www.osborneink.com/ 

Conservative news site (many of the stories
include videos): 
http://www.theblaze.com/ 
http://nakedemperornews.com/ 
http://pajamasmedia.com/ 

Muslim hope: 
http://www.muslimhope.com/index.html 

Anti-Obama sites: 
http://howobamagotelected.com/ 
http://www.impeachobamacampaign.com/ 
http://www.exposeobama.com/ 

International news, mostly about Israel and the
Middle East: 
http://www.haaretz.com/ 
http://www.jpost.com/ 

News headlines sites (with links): 
http://drudgereport.com/ 
http://www.thedeadpelican.com/ 

Business blog and news: 
http://www.bizzyblog.com/  

And I have begun to sort out these links: 

News and
Opinions
Conservative News/Opinion Sites

The Daily Caller
http://dailycaller.com/ 

Sweetness and Light
http://sweetness-light.com/ 

Flopping Aces: 
http://www.floppingaces.net/ 

News busters:
http://newsbusters.org/ 

Right wing news: 
http://rightwingnews.com/ 

CNS News: 
http://www.cnsnews.com/ 
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Pajamas Media: 
http://pajamasmedia.com/ 

Right Wing News: 
http://rightwingnews.com/ 

Scared Monkeys (somewhat of a conservative
newsy site): 
http://scaredmonkeys.com/ 

Conservative News Source: 
http://www.newsrealblog.com/ 

David’ Horowitz’s NewsReal: 
http://www.newsrealblog.com/ 

Pamela Geller’s conservative website: 
http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/ 

The news sites and the alternative news media: 
http://drudgereport.com/ 
http://www.hallindsey.com/ 
http://reason.com/ 

Andrew Breithbart’s websites: 
http://biggovernment.breitbart.com/ 

Conservative Websites: 
http://www.theodoresworld.net/ 
http://conservalinked.com/ 
http://www.moonbattery.com/ 
http://www.rockiesghostriders.com/ 
www.coalitionoftheswilling.net 
http://shortforordinary.com/ 

A conservative worldview: 
http://www.divineviewpoint.com/sane/ 
http://www.theamericanright.com/forums/ind
ex.php 
http://politipage.com/ 

Liberal News Sites

Democrat/Liberal news site: 
http://intoxination.net/ 

News

CNS News: 
http://www.cnsnews.com/home 

News Organization (I mention them because I
have seen 2 honest stories on their website,
which shocked and surprised me): 
http://www.ocregister.com/ 

Business News/Economy News

Investors Business Daily: 
http://www.investors.com/ 

IBD editorials: 
http://www.investors.com/NewsAndAnalysis/I
BDEditorials.aspx 

Great business and political news:
www.wsj.com 
www.businessinsider.com 

Quick News

Even though this group leans left, if you need to
know what happened each day, and you are a
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busy person, here is where you can find the day’s
news given in 100 seconds: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/tpmtv 

Republican

Back to the basics for the Republican party: 
http://www.republicanbasics.com/ 

Republican Stop Obamacare site: 
http://www.nrcc.org/codered/main.php 

North Suburban Republican Forum: 
http://www.northsuburbanrepublicanforum.org/ 

Politics

You Decide Politics (it appears conservative to
me): 
http://www.youdecidepolitics.com/ 

The Left

From the left: 
http://www.loonwatch.com/ 

Far left websites: 
www.dailykos.com 

Weatherman Underground 1969 “You don’t need
a weatherman to know which way the wind
blows.” 
http://www.archive.org/details/YouDontNeedA
WeathermanToKnowWhichWayTheWindBlows
_925 (PDF, Kindle and other formats) 
http://www.antiauthoritarian.net/sds_wuo/we
ather/weatherman_document.txt (Simple online
text) 

Insane, leftist blogs: 
http://teabaggersrcoming.blogspot.com/ 
http://poorsquinky.com/politics/all.html 

Media

Media Research Center 

http://www.mrc.org/public/default.aspx 

Conservative Blogs

Mike’s America
http://mikesamerica.blogspot.com/ 

Dick Morris: 
http://www.dickmorris.com/blog/ 

David Limbaugh (great columns this week) 
http://davidlimbaugh.com/ 

Texas Fred (blog and news): 
http://texasfred.net/ 

Conservative Blogs: 
http://atimetochoose.wordpress.com/ 
http://americanelephant.com/ 
http://www.freerepublic.com/tag/*/index 

The top 100 conservative sites: 
http://deathby1000papercuts.com/dbkpreport
/2010/02/the-conservative-100-most-popular-c
onservative-sites-feb-14-2010/ 

Sensible blogger Burt Folsom: 
http://www.burtfolsom.com/ 

Janine Turner’s website (I’m serious; and the
website is serious too).  This is if you have an
interest in real American history: 
http://constitutingamerica.org/ 

Conservative news/opinion site: 
http://www.humanevents.com/ 

The Left Coast Rebel: 
http://www.leftcoastrebel.com/ 

Good conservative blogs: 
http://tammybruce.com/ 
http://therealbarackobama.wordpress.com/ 
http://faultlineusa.blogspot.com/ 
http://makenolaw.org/ (the Free Speech blog)
http://www.baltimorereporter.com/ 
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http://www.fireandreamitchell.com/ 
www.rightofanation.com 

The Romantic Poet’s Webblog: 
http://romanticpoet.wordpress.com/ 

Brain Shavings (common sense from the Buckeye
State): 
http://brainshavings.com/ 

Green Hell blog: 
http://greenhellblog.com/ 

Daniel Hannan’s blog: 
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/author/dani
elhannan/ 

Conservative blog: 
http://wyblog.us/blog/ 

Richard O’Leary’s websites: 
www.letfreedomwork.com 
www.freedomtaskforce.com 
http://www.eccentrix.com/members/beacon/ 

Freedom Works: 
http://www.freedomworks.org/ 

Yankee Phil’s Blogspot: 
http://yankeephil.blogspot.com/ 

Excellent list of Blogs on the bottom, right-hand
side of this page: 
http://gatewaypundit.firstthings.com/ 

Babes

And simply because I like cute, intelligent babes: 
http://alisonrosen.com/ 

Liberty Chick: 
http://libertychick.com/ 

Dee Dee’s political blog: 
http://somosrepublicans.com/author/deedee/ 

The Latina Freedom Fighter: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/LatinaFreedom
Fighter 

Ann Althouse ("Crusty conservative coating,
creamy hippie love chick center.") 
http://althouse.blogspot.com/ 

Judith Miller is one of the moderate and fairly
level-headed voices for FoxNews: 
http://www.judithmiller.com/ 
http://ifbushhaddonethat.com/ 

A mixed bag of blogs and news sites 

Left and right opinions with an international flair: 
http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/ 

This is an odd blog; conservativism, bikinis and
whatever else posted by either a P.I. or the
brother of a P.I.: 
http://pibillwarner.wordpress.com/ 

More out-there blogs and sites

Angry White Dude (okay, maybe we
conservatives are angry?): 
http://angrywhitedude.com/ 

Mofo Politics (a very anti-Obama site): 
http://www.mofopolitics.com/ 

Info Wars, because there is a war on for your
mind (this site may be a little crazy??): 
http://www.infowars.com/ 

The Magic Negro Watch (this is peppered with
obscenities and angry conservative rhetoric): 
http://magicnegrowatch.blogspot.com/ 

Okay, maybe this guy is racist: 
http://angrywhitedude.com/ 

Media

Glenn Beck’s shows online: 
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http://www.watchglennbeck.com/ 

News busted all shows: 
http://www.eyeblast.tv/public/search.aspx?q=
newsbusted&t=videos 

Joe Dan Media (great vids and music): 
http://www.youtube.com/user/JoeDanMedia 

The Patriot’s Network (important videos; the
latest): 
http://patriotsnetwork.com/ 

PolitiZoid on YouTube: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/politizoid 

Reason TV 
http://reason.tv/ 

This guy posts some excellent vids: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/PaulWilliamsW
orld 

HipHop Republicans: 
http://www.hiphoprepublican.blogspot.com/ 

Topics 
(alphabetical order)

Bailouts

Bailout recipients: 
http://bailout.propublica.org/main/list/index 

Eye on the bailout (this is fantastic!): 
http://bailout.propublica.org/ 

The bailout map: 
http://bailout.propublica.org/main/map/index 

From: 
http://www.propublica.org/ 

Border

Do you want to watch what is happening on our
border?  These are actual videos of observations
cams along the border: 
http://secureborderintel.org/ 
http://borderinvasionpics.com/ 

Secure the Border: 
http://securetheborder.org/ 

Capitalism

Liberty Works (conservative, economic site): 
http://libertyworks.com/ 

Capitalism Magazine: 
http://www.capitalismmagazine.com/ 

Communism

45 Goals of Communists in order to take over the
United States (circa 1963): 
http://www.rense.com/general32/americ.htm 

How this correlates to the goals of the ACLU: 
http://dianedew.com/aclu.htm 

Congress

No matter what your political stripe, you will like
this; evaluate your Congressman or Senator on
the issues: 
http://www.ontheissues.org/default.htm 
http://www.cagw.org/government-affairs/ratin
gs/2008/ratings-database.html 
http://www.cagw.org/reports/pig-book/2009/p
ork-database.html 

Corrupt Media

The Economy/Economics

Bush “Tax Cut” myths and fallacies: 
http://libertyworks.com/category/obamanomic
s/bush-tax-cut-myths-fallacies/ 

A debt clock and a lot of articles on the debt: 
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http://defeatthedebt.com/ 

Recovery (dot) gov (where our money is being
spent): 
http://www.recovery.gov/Pages/home.aspx 

A collection of articles by Michelle Malkin about
Obama’s war against jobs: 
http://michellemalkin.com/category/politics/o
bama-jobs-death-toll/ 

If you have a set of liberal friends, email them
one chart a week from here (go to the individual
chart, and then choose download and format): 

http://www.heritage.org/budgetchartbook/ 

AC/DC economics (start with the oldest lessons
first; economics in 60 second bites): 
http://www.youtube.com/user/ACDCLeadershi
p#p/a 

Economist and talk show host Walter E. Williams: 
http://economics.gmu.edu/wew/ 

The conservative plan to get us out of this
financial mess: 
www.Americanroadmap.org 

The Freedom Project (most a conservative news
and opinion site which appears to concentrate on
matters financial) 
http://www.freedomproject.org/ 

Bankrupting America, with great videos and
maps: 
http://www.bankruptingamerica.org/ 

This appears to be a daily pork report, apparently
as pork in Washington bills is discovered, it gets
posted at Tom Coburg’s website: 
http://coburn.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=
WashingtonWaste 

Weekly poll, asking you to identify what we ought
to cut in governmental spending: 
http://republicanwhip.house.gov/YouCut/ 

Global Warming/Climate Change

This is an interesting site; it seems to be devoted
to the debate of climate change: 
http://www.climatedebatedaily.com/ 

Global Warming headlines: 
http://www.dericalorraine.com/ 

Dr. Roy Spencer on climate change: 
http://www.drroyspencer.com/ 

Not Evil, Just Wrong video on Global Warming
http://noteviljustwrong.com/ 
http://www.letfreedomwork.com/ 
http://www.taskforcefreedom.com/council.htm 

Global Warming Hoax: 
http://www.globalwarminghoax.com/news.php 

Global Warming Site: 
http://www.climatedepot.com/ 

Global Warming sites: 
http://ilovecarbondioxide.com/ 

35 inconvenient truths about Al Gore’s film:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5J7JNfLYco 
http://www.noteviljustwrong.com/trailer 

Wall Street Journal’s articles on Climate Change: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240527
48704007804574574101605007432.html 

Michael Crichton on global warming as a religion: 
http://www.michaelcrichton.net/speech-enviro
nmentalismaseligion.html 

This man questions global warming: 
http://themigrantmind.blogspot.com/ 

Healthcare
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This is indispensable: the Wall Street Journal’s
guide to Obama-care (all of their pertinent
articles arranged by date—send one a day to your
liberal friends): 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240527
48704471504574441193211542788.html 

Republican healthcare plan: 
http://www.gop.gov/solutions/healthcare 

Health Care: 
http://fixhealthcarepolicy.com/ 

Betsy McCaughey’s Health Care Site:
http://www.defendyourhealthcare.us/home.html 

Obamacare Watch: 
http://www.obamacarewatch.org/ 

This looks to be a good source of information on
the health care bill (s): 
http://joinpatientsfirst.com/ 

Obamacare class action suit (as of today, joining
in on the suit costs you whatever you want to
donate, if I understand the form correctly): 
http://www.van4congress.org/contact/obamac
are-class-action/ 

Islam

Islam: 
www.thereligionofpeace.com 

Jihad Watch 
http://www.jihadwatch.org/ 

Answering Muslims (a Christian site): 
http://www.answeringmuslims.com/ 

Muslim demographics: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaZT73MrY
vM 

Muslim Demographics (this is outstanding): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-3X5hIFXYU 

Muslim deception: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNZQ5D8IwfI 

A Muslim apologetic site (they will write out
letters to express your feelings, and all you have
to do is sign them, and they will send them on): 
http://www.faithfulamerica.org/ 

Celebrity Jihad (no, really). 
http://www.celebjihad.com/ 

Legal

The Alliance Defense Fund: 
http://www.alliancedefensefund.org/ 

Liberty Counsel, which stands up against the
A.C.L.U. 
www.lc.org 

ACLU founders: 
http://www.angelfire.com/mi4/stokjok/Founde
rs.html 

Military

Here is an interesting military site: 
http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/ 

This is the link which caught my eye from there: 
http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/showth
read.php?t=169400 

The real story of the surge: 
http://www.understandingthesurge.org/ 

National Security

Keep America Safe: 
http://www.keepamericasafe.com/ 

Race Relations

A little history of Republicans and African-
Americans: 
http://grandoldpartisan.typepad.com/blog/ 
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Oil Spill

Since this will be with us for a long time, the
timeline of the BP gulf oil spill: 
http://directorblue.blogspot.com/2010/05/oba
mas-katrina-illustrated-timeline.html 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbyse
ctor/epic/bpdot/7816715/Gulf-of-Mexico-oil-sp
ill-timeline.html 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/05/bp-
gulf-oil-spill-timeline.php 

This is cool: a continuous timeline of the spill,
with the daily info and the expansion of the oil,
and the response: 
http://www.esri.com/services/disaster-respons
e/gulf-oil-spill-2010/timeline-advanced.html 

Cool Sites

Weasel Zippers scours the internet for great stuff: 

http://weaselzippers.us/ 

The 100 most hated conservatives: 
http://media.glennbeck.com/docs/100america
ns-pg1.pdf 

Still to Classify

Army Ranger Michael Behenna sentenced to 25
years in prison for 25 years for shooting Al Qaeda
operative
http://defendmichael.wordpress.com/ 

Maybe the White House does not need to hold
press conferences?  It releases exclusive articles
daily right here: 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/sta
tements-and-releases 

If you want to see 1984 style-rhetoric and tactics,
see: 
http://www.freepress.net/ 

Project World Awareness: 

http://projectworldawareness.com/ 

Bookworm room 
http://www.bookwormroom.com/ 

This is quite helpful; it is a list of all leftist groups,
with links to background information on each of
these groups (when I checked, 879 groups were
listed).  This is a fantastic resource. 
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/summary
.asp?object=Organization&category= 

Commentary Magazine: 
http://www.commentarymagazine.com/ 

Family Security Matters (families and national
security): 
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/ 

America’s Right 
http://americasright.com/ 

Emerging Corruption (founded by an ACORN
whistle blower: 
http://emergingcorruption.com/ 

In case you need to reference this, here are the
photos of all those on the JournoList: 
http://iowntheworld.com/blog/?p=29858 

A place where you may find news no one else is
carrying: 
http://www.lookingattheleft.com/ 

News Website to get the Headlines and very brief
coverage: 
http://www.newser.com/ 

National Institute for Labor Relations Research
http://www.nilrr.org/ 

Independent American: 
http://www.independentamerican.org/ 

If you want to be scared or depressed: 
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/ 
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Are you tired of all the unfocused news and lame
talking heads yelling at one another?   Just grab a
cup of coffee, sit back, and see what is really
going on in the world: 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/video 

It is not broken, but the White House wants to
control it: the internet: 
http://nointernettakeover.com/ 

Whizbang (news and views): 
http://wizbangblog.com/ 

John T. Reed comments on current events:
http://johntreed.com/headline.html 

Conservative New Media (it is so-so; I must admit
to getting tired of seeing the interviewer high-
fiving Carly Fiorina 3 or 4 times during an
interview): 
http://conservativenewmedia.com/ 

Ann Coulter’s site: 
http://anncoulter.com/ 

Allen West for Congress: 
http://allenwestforcongress.com/issues/ 

Their homepage: 
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/default.asp 

Wall Builders: 
http://www.wallbuilders.com/default.asp 

One of the more radical people from the right,
calling for the impeachment of Obama: 
http://www.ldlad.com/ 

The Center for Freedom and Prosperity, a free
enterprise site (there are several videos on the
flat tax): 
http://www.freedomandprosperity.org/ 

The Tax Foundation: 
http://taxfoundation.org/ 

Compare your state with other states with
regards to state taxes: 
http://taxfoundation.org/files/f&f_booklet_201
00326.pdf 

Political news and commentary from the
Louisiana Political News Wire: 
http://www.lanewslink.com/ 

This is a pretty radical site which alleges that
Obama is a Marxist hell-bent in taking over our
country: 
http://commieblaster.com/ 

1982 interview with Larry Grathwohl on Ayers'
plan for American re-education camps and the
need to kill millions
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWMIwziG
rAQ 

Another babebolicious conservative (Kim
Priestap): 
http://politics.upnorthmommy.com/ 

Stop Spending our Future: 
http://stopspendingourfuture.org/ 

DeeDee also blogs at: 
http://somosrepublicans.com/author/deedee/ 

Somos Republicans: 
http://somosrepublicans.com/ 

This is actually a whole list of stories about the
side-effects of Obamacare (e.g., Obamacare may
be fatal to your health savings account; Medical
devices tax will cost jobs; young will pay higher
insurance rates, etc.):  Send one-a-day of each
story to your favorite liberal friends: 

http://blog.heritage.org/tag/side-effects/ 

In case you want to see how other conservatives
are thinking, 

Zomblog:
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http://www.zombietime.com/zomblog/ 

Conservative news site: 
http://www.liberalwhoppers.com/ 
http://conservativeamericannews.com/ 

Your daily cartoon: 
http://daybydaycartoon.com/ 

Here’s an interesting new site (new to me): 
http://www.overcomingbias.com/ 

Here is an interesting blog, but, it is not all
conservative stuff: 
http://afrocityblog.wordpress.com/ 

These are some very good comics: 
http://hopenchangecartoons.blogspot.com/ 

Helps for liberals to call conservative talk shows: 
http://radio.barackobama.com/ 

Sarah Palin’s facebook notes: 
http://www.facebook.com/notes.php?id=2471
8773587 

 Media Research Center: 
http://www.mrc.org/public/default.aspx 

Must read articles of the day: 
http://lucianne.com/ 

The Big Picture: 
http://www.bigpicweblog.com/exp/index.php 

Talk of Liberty 
http://talkofliberty.com 

Lux Libertas
http://www.luxlibertas.com/ 

Conservative website: 
http://www.unitedliberty.org/ 
http://gatewaypundit.firstthings.com/ 

Excellent articles on economics: 

http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/ 
http://www.downsizinggovernment.org/  
(Excellent video on the Department of Agriculture
posted) 

This is a news site which I just discovered; they
gave 3 minute coverage to Obama’s healthcare
summit and seemed to give a pretty decent
overall view of it, without slanting one way or the
other: 
http://www1.voanews.com/english/news/ 
(The segment was: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UU-evdGu
1Sk )

I have glanced through their website and it seems
to be quite professional and reasonable.  They
have apparently been around since 1942. 

An online journal of opinions: 
http://caffeinatedthoughts.com/ 

American Civic Literacy:
 http://www.americancivicliteracy.org/ 

The Dallas TEA Party Organization (with some
pretty good vids): 
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www.dallasteaparty.org 

America people’s healthcare summit online: 
http://healthtransformation.net/ 

This is fantastic; Florida (the Sunshine State) is
now putting its state budget online: 
http://transparencyflorida.gov 

New conservative website: 
http://www.theconservativelion.com 

Conservative website: 
http://www.unitedliberty.org/ 

Suzanne Somers s supposed to be older than Bill
O’Reilly?  He interviewed her this week, and she
looked, well, hot.  She is big into vitamins and
human growth hormones. 
http://www.suzannesomers.com/Default.aspx 

The latest Climate news: 
http://www.climatedepot.com/ 

Obama cartoons: 
http://obamacartoon.blogspot.com/ 

Education link: 
http://sirkenrobinson.com/ 
http://sirkenrobinson.com/skr/ 

News from 2100: 
http://thepeoplescube.com/ 

How you can get your piece of the stimulus pie: 
http://www.economicstimuluspackageinfo.com/ 

Always excellent articles: 
http://www.dickmorris.com/blog/ 

The National Journal, which is a political journal
(which, at first glance, seems to be pretty even-
handed): 
http://www.nationaljournal.com/njonline/ 

Conservative blog: Dan Cleary, political
insomniac: 
http://dancleary.typepad.com/dan_cleary/ 

Stand by Liberty: 
http://standbyliberty.org/ 

And I am hoping that most people see this as
non-partisan: Citizens Against Government
Waste: 
http://www.cagw.org/ 

Lower taxes, smaller government, more freedom: 

Citizens Against Government Waste: 
http://www.cagw.org/ 

Conservative website featuring stories of the day: 

http://www.lonelyconservative.com/ 
http://www.sodahead.com/ 

Christian Blog: 
http://wisdomknowledge.wordpress.com/ 

News feed/blog: 
http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/ 
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News site: 
http://lucianne.com/ 

Note sure yet about this one: 
http://looneyleft.com/ 

Conservative news and opinion: 
http://bijenkorf.wordpress.com/ 

Conservative versus liberal viewpoints: 
http://www.studentnewsdaily.com/other/cons
ervative-vs-liberal-beliefs/ 

The Best Graph page (for those of us who love
graphs): 
http://midknightgraphs.blogspot.com/ 

The Architecture of Political Power (an online
book): 
http://www.mega.nu/ampp/ 

Recommended foreign news site: 
http://www.globalpost.com/ 

This website reveals a lot of information about
politicians and their relationship to money. 
You can find out, among other things, how
many earmarks that Harry Reid has been
responsible for in any given year; or how much
an individual Congressman’s wealth has
increased or decreased since taking office. 
http://www.opensecrets.org/index.php 
http://www.fedupusa.org/ 

Kevin Jackson’s [conservative black] website: 
http://theblacksphere.net/ 

Notes from the front lines (in Iraq): 
http://atwar.blogs.nytimes.com/ 

Remembering 9/11: 
http://www.realamericanstories.com/ 

Larry Sabato’s Crystal Ball site: 
http://www.centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/ 

The current Obama czar roster: 
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/2
6779.html 

Blue Dog Democrats: 
http://www.house.gov/melancon/BlueDogs/M
ember%20Page.html 

Undercover video and audio for planned
parenthood: 
http://liveaction.org/ 

The Complete Czar list (which I think is updated
as needed): 
http://theshowlive.info/?p=572 

This is an outstanding website which tells the
truth about Obama-care and about what the
mainstream media is hiding from you: 
http://www.obamacaretruth.org/ 

Politico.com is a fairly neutral site (or, at the very
worst, just a little left of center).  They have very
good informative videos at: 
http://www.politico.com/multimedia/ 
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Great commentary: 
www.Atlasshrugs.com 

My own website: 
www.kukis.org 

Congressional voting records: 
http://projects.washingtonpost.com/co
ngress/ 

On Obama (if you have not visited this
site, you need to check it out).  He is
selling a DVD on this site as well called
Media Malpractice; I have not viewed it
yet, except pieces which I have seen
played on tv and on the internet.  It looks
pretty good to me. 
http://howobamagotelected.com/ 

The psychology of homosexuality: 
http://www.narth.com/ 

International News: 
http://chinaconfidential.blogspot.com/ 

The Patriot Post: 
http://patriotpost.us/ 

Obama timeline: 
http://exemployee.wordpress.com/2008/05/
31/a-timeline-of-barack-obamas-political-care
er/ 

Tax professor’s blog: 
http://taxprof.typepad.com/ 

I hate the media... 
http://www.ihatethemedia.com/ 

Palin TV (see her interviews unedited): 
http://www.palintv.com 

Liberal filter for FoxNews: News Hounds
(motto: 

We watch FOX so you don't have to).  Be clear on
this; they do not want you to watch FoxNews. 
http://www.newshounds.us/ 

Asharq Alawsat Mid-eastern news site: 
http://www.aawsat.com/english/default.asp 
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